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ABSTRACT
This study was de signed as a qualitat ive study to determine the
educational expec tations and experiences of K·12 teache rs and educators in
Newfoundland and Labrador as they become users of STEM-Net. More
specifically , the study was intended to determine the perceptions of K-12
teachers and educators of various educationa l computer networ1< activities; and.
to investigate the effect of an online unit of study on teache rs' and educators '
understa nding of these features.
The study consisted of severa l stages of data collection and analysis In
the first phase of the study data were collected throug h a survey ques tionnaire
that was sent via electronic mail on STEM-Net 10200 teachers and educators
The data from the quest ionnai re provided the informati on for the implementation
and development of a small group activity , The main purpose of the small group
activ ity was to assess the impact of an online unit of study on teachers' and
educators' understandi ng of the educatio nal features of STEM-Net. The basis of
the online unit was a series of six tutorials that were sent to the members of the
small group . Through the tutoria ls members were encouraged 10 explore
educational databases on the Internet through File Transfer Protocol, Gopher and
the Wo rld Wide Web . Data from the survey questtonnaire. the evaluations of the
small group activ ity and the online messages of participants were collected and
analyzed to address the major research questions of lhe study
The findings of the study suggest that teachers and educators perceive
the educational features of STEM-Net to be useful and valuable to them in their
teaching. The stt'1y also revealed factors that may influence teachers' and
educators' understanding of Ihe educational features of STEM-Net. Key issues
that were identified include training materials, group and technical support as well
as technical difficu lties and time and access constraints. Finally, the design of
Ihe online unit of study seemed to be critical to the success of the group activity .
The design of the unit incorporated group discussions and interactions, with the
researcher as facilitator . The focus on a specific topic that addressed the needs
of the group also contribu ted to the vP.rypositive part icipants' essessrr-ent of the
effect of the group activity.
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CHAPTER I
OVERVIEW OF STUDY
In the-tate 1960's. the U.S. Department of Defense. through its Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARPA) designed a small network of four computers
called ARPANET. ARPANET, designed to test the feasibil ity of creating a
netwcrk that could 'Survive a nuclear attack. linked computer scient ists and
researcher s to distant computers allowing users to exchange ideas, discuss
problems and share skills over the network. Today, Internet has grown into a
worldwi de network of networks that now connec ts an estimated 15 to 30 million
users (Dern, 1994).
The technology of the interne t. once confin ed to universmes and
researchers is nowbeing integrated into the K-12 educational community . In
Newfou ndland and Labrador. K-12 educators have access to the Internet through
the recent development at STEM-Net Introduced in 1993, STEM- Net provtdes
K-12 educators in Newfoundland and Labrador with network connectivity and
access 10a wide range of educat ional resources throughout the wor1d.
As teachers and students worldwide are tapping into networks to share
experiences and to engage in a wide varie ty of learning experiences, educator s
are becoming increas ingly aware of the potential of computer networks and
telecommunications , as "a powerful new mediu m for education" (Cohen &
Miyake, 1'?S6, p. 257). Williams and Smith (1994) contended that to meet the
objectives of educators all classrooms should be connected to computer
networks that are accessible to both students and teachers. Clement (1992)
agreed that the full potential of wide-area computing lies in its ability 10 "create an
environment of higher learning and creative teaching in all schools" (p. 1B).
Despite the agreement that telecommunications can enhance teacher
development and overcome professional isolation (Rubio, 1993; We ir, 1993)
there is some question of how to create and sustain teacher involvement on
computer networks (RubiO, 1993; Spitzer, 1993). Rubio (1993) cautioned
"Handing someone a computer and a modem, pointing to an electronic network
and saying 'Go ahead and telecommunicate!' may be one thing but actually
having them do so can be quite another" (p. 222).
Spitzer (1993) identified one barr ier to widespread usage of educational
networks as the "perceptions of whether telecommu nications is worthwhile" (p.
47). As teachers work under time constraints, psychological and social barrie rs,
and technical ill iteracy the key issue becomes the usefulness of
telecommunications . Ruopp (1993) agreed that whi le ease of use and access are
important issues it is "the intellectual content on a network and its utility for the
daily needs of the working teacher" (p. 53) that will determ ine the future of
computer networks in schools. Theref ore , as STEM- Net is be ing developed as a
new resou rce for K-12 education in Newfoundla nd and l abrador, it is essential to
define and then serve the needs of teachers and educators.
Purpose of Ihe Study
II is Ihe purpose of this study 10determine the educational expectations
and experiences of K-12 teachers and educators in Newfoundland and l abrador
as they become users of STEM- Net. Specifically, it attempted to answer the
following cuesnons :
1. What are the perceptions of K-12 teachers and educators of various
educational computer network activities that are available on
STEM...Net?
2. How does an online unit of study affect teachers' and educators'
understanding of the educational features of STEM- Net?
Significanc e of the Study
The role of the teacher in determ ining the direction of the educational
network is critical to the success of the network (Lieberman & Mclaughlin, 1992;
Ruopp, Pfister, Drayton & Gal, 1993; Teles & Duxbury, 1991; Watts & Castle,
1992). Reports of the development of successful educational networks (Ruopp
et aI., 1993; Teles & Duxbury, 1991; Watts & Castle, 1992) revealed that
teachers played an active role in the networks at everystage from planning to
implementation to evaluation. As well, the networ ks prov ided qualified fac ilitators
10help teachers get started on the network and to guide them as they beca me
more farT'::rarwit h network resources . The design of the networks evolved to
renecttte specrtic needs of the participants and the activ ities they undertook .
Successful networks promote a model of learning that relies on users, not
experts , to desig n and implemen t network activities (Liebe rman & McLaughlin,
1992; Ruopp et aI., 1993 Teres & Duxbury, 1991; Watts & Castle, 1992).
"Teachers are a critical element and an irreplaceab le element in the leaming
equatio n" (Ruopp et at, 1993, pAl and as such should be engaged in act ively
identifying and developing netwo rk projects and activities . In add ition, teachers
need to receive support, particularty wi th technical training, to implement their
ideas and to integrate the new too l into their professiona l lives
The mission of STEM-Net is to be a "high-quality computer network for
educato rs in Newfoundland and l abrad or and to support thei r leaching,
curriculum and profess iona l activ ities" (Wei r, 1993 , p. 1.3) . It is clea r from the
literature that if this mandate is to be met. "policy makers and others app roach
the teac her networks not from the standpoint of management and contro l, but
from that of norms and agreements of communal relations " (Lieberman &
Mclaughlin, 1992, p. 677) . Given the opportun ity , teachers are willing and eager
to take part in networks that focus on their educational go als and their wo rk as
teachers (Liebe rman & Mclaughlin, 1992 ; Watts & Cast le, 1992).
This study is significant. then , in that it p rovides K·12 teachers and
educa tors in Ne wfoundland and l abrad or with the opportun ity to become actively
involved in the design and implementat ion of ac tivities o n STEM-Net.
Furthenn ore, th e study will serve to dete rmine how the services and activities
availa ble on ST EM- Ne t can effectively meet the needs of teachers and
educa tors in Ne wfoundland and labrador particularly in enhanc ing professio nal
development a nd in overcoming professional isolation
Definitio n of Te rm s
The followin g te rms were used th rougho ut the st udy and are clarified here.
Com puter Ne twgds For the pu rpose of this stu dy , a co mputer network is a group
of com puters tha t wh ile not physically lin ked can comm unicate with each other
through modems.
~ An "arrange ment betwe en a ne twork and a network user that gives th e
user a unique name a nd password thro ugh which to acce ss the network"
(Eise nberg, 1992 , p.10) .
~ The services and resources av ailable through a computer network .
Electron ic Majl (Ema il> Electronic mai l is a co mputer messaging system which
allows users to send messages to indiv idual users or to Iisls o f users. Teache rs
use email to consult with colleagues or other profess io nalsin the district and
arou nd the w orld. The "pine" utility is used by most STEM-Net users to handle
their individual elect ronic ma il.
Comp uter Conferencing Com puter con ferencing is si milar in many wa y s to
norm al ccoterenclnq . Compute r conferences can be public or private. A priva te
confe rence is limited to a pre defined l ist of te a chers a nd a coord inator . A public
conference is open to enteachers who wish to exchange experiences , opinions
and advice o n any top ic of in terest. On STEM..Net. t he "pine" mail ut ility wilh a
conference m ailing name ca n be used for private confe rences , and the "tin"
newsgr oup utility ca n beused for pub lic confe rences .
~ File transfer is a functio n close ly relate d to email. File tr ansfer
allow s teachers to "d ownload" and "upload" re ports, papers o r educational
software , T h e ''kerm it'' and "a-modern " tools are used by most STEM-Net users
for th is activ ity.
Accgss to educational data bases Network s can prov ide teach ers w ith eccesa to
ed ucationa l databases tha t contain lesson p lansand other c urriculu m materials
Gopher an d FTP a re two tool s tha t allowtea chers on STEM - Net to search an d
ret rieve ed ucationa l inform ation fro m centra l stores of flles located on the
ne twork.
~ Bu lletin b oardsallow indiv iduals to post no tes and requests for
generalviewi ng. It is an effective way 10 rece ive feedback froma large grou p on
a varietyof educational is sues. STEM- Ne t users canpost notices using th e
"t in" newsg roup ut ility. A lso , programand g roup lead erscan use the STEM - Net
"gopher" uti lity to po st notices
~ Newsg roups are publi c discussions o n a wide variety of topics
Teachers mayrea d newsg roups for genera l interes t andinformation . On
STEM....Net, teachers can usethe "tin" utility to accessnews groups.
~ PIN E{lm) is the Uni versity o f Washin gton's " Program for Internet News and
Email". It is a progra mfor sending , receiv ing, and filing tnte met electronic mai l
mes sages andbull etin board (Netnews) messages.
limitations of the Stu dy
The activ it ies chosen lor thi s study are activ ities ge nerally as sociated with
success ful netw o r1<s. and are report ed in the ~terature as be ing effective in
reducing profess ional isctaton a nd in enhancing professio nal deve lopment.
Howeve r, the lis t of activ ities in the study is merely a sam p le of possible networ1t
activities. Other activities could be considered fo r inclusion, but ma y not be
available on STEM~ Net .
Thi s study was lim ited to those teache rs and educators who regular ly use
their ST EM- Net accounts . This may res trct the interpreta tion of the results since
this group may not berepreser.tative of all teache rs and ed ucators in
Newfoundland a nd Labrad or who are connect ed to thene twork.
The collection of the data through e lectronic mail ma y have also
introduced a lim itation. Some pa rticipants may ha ve lack ed skill in using th e mail
facilities of STE M - Net. If so, this could affect the validity of some of the
informat ion received.
Conclusi on
S TEM- Net is a recent ed ucationa l innovati on that will provide netw o rk
COM ect ivi ty to K · 12 tea chers and educa tors in Newfoundland and labrador.
l/oIhile much of the focus of computer new.orke has been technological, K· 12
networks are more interested in using the technologies to provide leaming
oppcrtunmes for both teachers and students, As STEM-I~et is oeveopec
attention must be paid to defining and then serving the needs of students and
teachers .
Th is study was designed to investigate teachers' and educato rs'
perceptions of the educa tional features of computer fl~tWOr1<~, an d to assess the
impact of an online unit of study on teac hers' and educato rs' understanding of the
educational features of STEM"'Net
The study began with a review of related literature which outlined the
benefits and uses of ed ucational computer networks and provided a theoretical
framework for the study . Chapter II co ntains a summary of the literature review.
Chapter III is a description of the design of the study. Ch apter IV provides a
summary of the results of the survey questionnai re. Chapter V presents a
summary of the data collect ed during the development and implementation of the
online un it of study . Chapter VI presents a summary of the study Met a
discuss ion of the results in terms of the stated research questions. Chapter VI
also discu sses the implicatio ns of the study for the future cevetcoment of
STEM-Net and offers suggestions for future research .
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Educationa l computer networks am rapidly emerging as an im portant tool
in K-12 educati on (Clement, 1992; Cohen & Miyake, 1986). With jus t a modem,
a phone line and a computer, students and teachers are accessing large amounts
of information inclu ding ed ucational databas es. electron ic pu blications and
resource pe ople. T hrough educational netwo rks. similar to STEM- Net, they are
also comm unicating with o ther people all over the world . This chapter, by
rev iewing recent lite rature on educationa l comp uter network s, explores the
im pact of th is new medium on K-12 education . The review is divided into two
parts : the educational benefits of compute r networks for students an d teachers,
and, the educa tion a l funct ionsof compute r networks that offer the g reatest
opportuni ties to expand th e leaming environment of both le arners and educators
Educati onal Benefits of Computer Netwo rks
Educat iona l compute r networks offe r innova tive potentia l to the field o f
education . both in its impact on teacher development and student learning
(Harasim & Johnson, 1986 ; Haras im, 1990) .
II
Te ache r de velooment
U nlike oth e r technologies. education al comp uter ne twork s a ffect wha t
happens in the classroom byfirst influencing the teacher and theenvironment in
whichthe teache r works (Ruopp, Pfister, Drayton, & Gal, 19 93). Se veral st ud ies
andsurveys have looked at the impact of computer networks on the professional
developmentof teachers as aresult of their use of telecommunicati ons. A
nationwide survey (Honey andHenriquez. 1992)profilingth e range 01activities
beingundertaken by K-12 educators in the United States, found thatte achers
usedthe networks forcommunica ting with colleagues,postingquestionsand
exchang ing ideas on bulletin boa rds. Anoth er common activity on the network
wasinformation ret rieval fromdatabasesof educational re search.
A snroy(Ruopp et al., 1993) of LabNet, a 4 .7 million dollar project
designed byan ed ucational agency inCambridge. Massachusetts, found lhat the
network provided teache rs with an open forumto exchange ideas andoffer
encouragement. Teachers took active roles on the network by solving technical
problems , gathering curr icular information andoffering assis tance to other
teachers. th e network supported teaching by acting as an effective mediumfor
sharing teaching activities and"shoptalk" about teaching and researchfindings.
Oneof the most powerful effectsof computer networking notedby the
studies was its po tential to overco me the isolation that is familiar to teaching
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professiona ls (Ruopp et at. 1993 ; Wat1s & Cast le , 1992). Teache rs reported that
they felt "more connecte d " to the leaching community. T h e communityprovided
teachers with suppo rt from techn ical advice to opportunities to d iscuss
educational issue s with o ther professionals. Ruo pp el al. ( 1993) assessed the
impact o f educational ne twork s on isolatio n:
Isolation is a fact o f life for many h igh school teachers, particularly those
work!ng in rural schools. T hey are often soto pract itioners in their schoo ls.
A lthough contact w ith teac hers of o ther subjects a nd trips to professional
m eetings may extend the benefits of affin ity. they cannot s ubstitu te for
daily inte rco urse with those practis ing the sa me craft (p.4) .
Ruopp et at, (199 3 ) compa red computer ne tworkin g to membership in a
professional soc iety. As teache rs began to share their ideas and experie nces on
networks a new " sense o f faculty-ness" e merged. Electr on ic netvv-orking ena bled
teachers to form wo rking relation ships w ith othe r teac hers in distant locat ions,
expos ing them to new c u r riculum materials and in s tructio n al strateg ies. T eachers
were more willing to ask for info rm ation from the ir network peers th an fro m an
adminis t rator in th eir school (Rie l . 1990) . Furthe rm ore, networks provided
support and encouragement as teachers conceived and impleme nted innovative
ideas.
By estab lishing a broad ba se of te achers tha t worked together to so lve
p roblem s and learn from each o ther , elec tronic communities changed the
profess ional live s of tea c hers (R iel , 1990 ; Ruopp e t at., 19 93). " E xplorat ions of
research , reflectiv e dialogues on professional iss ues and the sharing of
I)
expe riences" (Watts & Cast le, 1992, p. 687) were everyday events on the
netw orks. Furthermore, the practices and perspectives of teachers wi thin
educational networks influenced the le arning environment of t h eir d as srooms.
Liebe rman and Mclaughlin (1992) argued tha t networks, byengaging
teachers in a constructivist expe rience of learning,stimulated themto engage
stude nts differently in the classroom. Networks chall enged teachers to create
learningenvironments which emphasizedinquiryand discovery learning.
Network evalua tions (Ruopp et aI., 1993) revealed thetteechers who regularly
used networksassignedtheir students moreproject work in the classroomand
used the network to ex change project ideas with othe r teachers . The enthusiasm
teachersfelt for netw orking was also reflected in student projects carried out on
the networks. The d ramatic success of some of these projects suggest that
telecommunicat ions can affect the development of stude nt skills and attitudes.
Student learnin~
Computer networks allowed teachers and students to go be-end the four
wall s of the classroom and the restri c tions of a textbook driven curriculum
(Eise nberg, 1992: Ruopp et a l. 1993) . The learning environment of the network
encouraged student exploration, experimentation, and collaboration (Ha rris, 1994:
Riel. 1991-92). Working in a n environment that encouraged " learning by doing"
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provided many benefits for students (Buc hanan, Rush, Krockover, & l ehman,
1993)
Some researchers suggested that student network inte raction often
accomplished cog nitive o bjectives similar to those foundin the classroom. Riel
(1990) dis cussed electron ic Learning Circles on the AT&T Learning Netwo rk in
l ight of the co-o perative le arning theory. A Learning Circ le is a small grou p of
classrooms tha t interacte d electron ically to develop a sha red task . Over a four
month period teachers and stude n ts worked together on th e network to p lan and
carry out variou s learning activities.
While th e Learning Circles were comparable to the classroom model of
coopera tive learning , they differed in several way s. Beca use the classrooms
were the "team s" or grou p s, the teachers worked closely wi th thei r students to
p lan an d accompl ish the learning tasks. The result was a shift in the powe r
structure in the classroo m. Since no one classroom leac her controlled the
project, students and teachers were learni ng together. Le a rning Ci rcles a lso
encouraged more coope r ation across the teams . In canying out the ir projects ,
c lassrooms co n tributed to other classrooms in the Circle. T he fra mework
provide d by the Learnin g Circles "create s coope rative work within a team in a
way tha t is simi lar to the cooperative learning framework b ut , also constructs
coopera tive working patterns between the teams" (Riel, 19 90, p.4 51).
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Levin, Rogers. Waughand Smith (1989) observed that the network
created a functional learning env ironment for Ihe studyof social sciences and
intercultural problemsolving.
The idea ofthe functional learning environmentis based on lhe
assumption thai the most powerfull eaming occurs in asituationwherethe
learners areawareofwhat should belearned, how andfor whatpurpose
(Cohen & Miyake, 1986, p . 258).
Several classes of students took partin theNoon ObservationProject, a network
activity basedonlhe findingsof thegeographerEratosthenes. A s students
collected andshareddatatomeasurethe circumferenceof fhe earmthey
"learned firsthand the impol1ance of careful measurement, participateddirectlyin
dealing with the issues of oata analysis andreduction, and learned some of lhe
vatues of working jointly with others" (Levinet aI., 1989, p. 19). Moreover,
steoents' data collections, analys is and projectwrite-ups wereaimedat a wider
andmorediverseaudienceon the network than in theclassroom. Bywritingior
their peersstudents sharedobservations andlntormatlon andclarifiedtheir
understanding.
Computer networkingalso increasedstudents global awareness (Honey&
Henriquez, 1992; Tales & Duxbury, 1991). CohenandMiyake (1986) found that
the lntercullural l earning Networkby linkingstudents from differentcultures in
various educational activities, fos tered thestudyof othersandone'sown culture
Teachers alsoreportedthat studentsviewedthe world as a classroom. They
16
"visu alize lhe children of 01her nat ions as stude nts just like lhemselves" ( Honey &
Henr iquez. 1992 , p. 7) .
Stude nts used computer networks to access info r mation no t ava ilab le in
scho o l libraries (Crane , 1993; Honey& Henriquez, 1992 ). For example , they
searc hed:
databa ses cont a ining news sto ri es from regional and inte rn ationa l
newspapers...N ewswire s updated contin uously. enable students to
access the lateat-breakinq even ts, such as information on Hurricane
Andrew or the p resident ial election retu rn s. Magazine da tabases provide
access to comp lete art ic les from over 150 magaz ines for up to 10 years
(Crane . 1993, p . 47).
Furthermore, as students plan n ed and refined their search 10retrieve information
they gained familiarity withbasic computer ap plications andimp roved thei rdata
analy sis, problemsolv ing and cri tical th inking skills (Cra ne, 1993 ; Honey &
Henriquez, 1992).
Electronic netw orks linked studen tsand teachers across ctassroc 1'IS,
working together to solve real world prob lems and 10 leam from each other. Thi s
type of learning "can change the life of teachers and with ltjheir methods for
educatingstudents" (Riel , 199 0 , p,465). Computer networking tr ansform ed
stude nts'common classroom experiences such asdisc ussions and paper writing
into uniqueprojects tha t involv e the in teraction of students arou nd the world.
Teacherson thenetwork access lesso n plans, curriculum guides. summaries o f
educational research and othe r class materials .
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The g reatest potential for comp uter networks in teaching and lea rn ing,
howe v er, lie s in the op portun ity 10develop communities 01learn ers without
regard for phvscetlocatcn . Ruopp et at (1993) comparednetworks to a city
"piazza" that allowteachers to talk to each other , ask questions and give
assistance to fellowteachers. This contact with other adults is in direc t contras t
to the isolation of teaching in th e tradi tiona l c lassroom .
Riel (1991·2) cautioned . howeve r, tha t "leleco mmunica t ions will not by
itself change classrooms , teac hers or sc hools " (p. 52) . Withou t careful pl anning
and cons ide ra tion of the needs of its users, educat ional networks can fa ll silen t
as "e lectron ic ghost towns" (R iel & levin, 199 0, p. 145). Studies (Riel & Levin ,
1990; Watts & Castle , 1992) fo und that white technical connec t ions are a
necessa ry considerati on, the success of educational networks was con t ingent on
the " p resence 01an important function that th e netwo rk serves for the
participants" (Riel & Levin, 19 90, p. 16 8). Weir (1993 ) observed that the most
successful e ducation al networks grew in respo nse to the need s and pa rt icipation
of teachers . Furtherm ore, the successful incorporat io n of computer networks in lo
the c urriculum helped to crea te an environment that s upported and st imulated
professional growth. More importantl y , it positively a ffected s t udent learning - the
ultim a te goal of any educatio nal innovation.
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Educational Functions of Computer Networks
Net'NOrks serve twoprimary function s for people in education . Most
networks provide teachers and students with access 10 large amounts of
electronic information. This includes libraries, databases. software and
fnstrucnonat materials. Networks also provide opportunities for professional
collaboration and communication among educators.
To facilitate communication and access 10professional Information there
are a number of basic services provided by educational computer networks. This
section of the literature review will discuss SIXservices that are rated as being
effec tive in overcom ing professional isolation and in enhanci ng professional
development of teachers. These are electronic mail, computer conferencing. file
transfer, access to educational databases, buhetin boards and newsgroups.
One of the most used services offered on educational computer networks
is transmission of electronic mall (email). Email is a computer messaging system
which allows users to send messages to individual users or to lists of users.
Eisenoorg (1992) compared email to an answering machine that uses text
a sender composes a message for another individual on the network.; the
message is stored on the network; and the receiver can pull the message
up onto the screen when he or she wa nts to read it. A paper copy ca n be
made if neces sary (p. 8).
Elect ron ic mail is not ~intrusive. " Reci pients answer email at their own
convenience . Tea chers with limited time can com municate with oth ers without
playing "telephone tag." Messages are sent and received in minutes. Messages
can also be sent to entire groups at once by the use of dis tribution lists (Bull,
Har ris, lloyd & Short , 198 9).
Teachers use electron ic mai l to cons ult with colleagues or other
profession als in the district or around the worl d (E isenberg, 1992). tees and
Duxbury (1991) found that teachers in the Southe rn Interio r Telecomm unica tions
Project (SITP) used elect ronic mail to excha nge te aching strateqie s and projects,
to ask fo- tech nica l help and to shar e general educa tional issues of concern . A
group of teache rs in Brit ish Columbia used electronic mai l to share cooperat ive
lesson plans . This project evolved from a mailing of a paper vereon of a
newsle tter to the distribu tion of an electron ic publication to teachers involved in
cooperati ve learn ing throu ghout the province (Maschak. 1989). Ano ther
telecom munications project (Hoffman, 1969) in British Colu mbia linked five
school s. Elect ronic mail arrowed the teachers and administ rators in these schools
to communicate and exc hange lnfcrmetlo n with each othe r.
Electr onic mail syste ms have also been used to support beg inning
teach ers (Bull et aI. , 1986). A school- univ ersity collaboration involving Cur ry
Schoo l and the Un ivers ity of Virginia used computer networks to link univers ity
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faculty , studentteachers and supervising teachers Student teachers used the
elect ronic mail feature 10share lesson plans with an adv isor, Of to obtain support
from peers. The director of the program observed :
Because I have different students , in diffe rent schools , teaching at
differen t times, it is not easy to set up an efficient observa tion schedu le by
using the telephone. The electron ic mail system has made the task o f
scheduling very easy. I can coordinate all my obse rvations and also
schedu le around tests and quizzes , schoo l assemblies and other
norunstrucncnal sessions (cited in Bull at at . 1989, p. 28).
Merseth (199 1) resea rched the natu re of the support delivered to 39
beginning teache rs who participated on the Beginn ing Teachers Network (BTC N)
at Harvard University. The study revea led that use of the network to send
messages was fairly constant through out the year. The beginn ing teachers
reported that whi le electronic mail allowed them to share teach ing techniques and
get help wi th lesson planning , the network was significantl y more effective in
proViding moral support and in reducing feelings of isolation. The respondents
noted that the privacy and con fidentiality of electronic mail allowed them to fee l
comfortable asking for help or support . Furthermore, the atmosphere on the
network wa s nonevalua tive and provided contact with a "sympathetic group of
people " (p.145).
"
Comouter Conferencing
c omput er conferencing is similar in many ways 10 normal conferencing,
but is he ld electronica lly. "The eff ect of this facility is to allow discussions similar
to that wh ich might follow the prese ntation of a paper or a lecture , excep t that
participants might not be assembledat the same time and place" (Harasim &
Johnson , 1986, p.S).
In a computer conferencing systemmessagesare sent to a cemrat
location where they become available to all participants. The conferenceis
ueuauymoderated and may be availableto a predefined list of participantsor to
all users on the system. Educators can also participate in discussions on topics
of profess ional or personal interest through loca l newsg roups or discussion
groupsavailable through the Internet.
The School Renewal Network (Watts & Castle, 1992) used computer
conferencing to support its school renewal program. The conferencestructure
included topics deemed important to school restructuring such as instructional
strategies, positive school climate, at risk students and studentassessment. As
well, prominent researcherstook part in the network conferences.
The dialogue and the interactionsamong the participants in the School
Renewal Network conferences influencedthe environment of many of the
participating schools and supported school renewal. Teachers reportedthat the
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conferences fos tered personal renewal and encouraged self -evaluation .
Furthermore . the confe rence provided a way for teachers 10participate in
discussions with others who shared their interests and concerns.
Telesand Duxbury (1991) reported thatcomputer conferencinqallowed
participants in the SITP to take part in 19 ongoing conferences. Topics varied
from current po litical issues to how to establis h contac t with users in othe r cities
andcountries. Teachers laking part in conferences found that they provided
opportunities to exchangeinformation and to share ideas. "Both students and
teachers benefitted from this exchange and wer e positive about the experien ce"
(p. 35).
Hareelm and Johnson (1986) defined file transfer as the transfer of
information from one computer to another. File transfer can occur between two
individuals on a network or can involve a user accessing a central store of files.
"Downloading" and "uploading" refers to the sending or receiving of files.
Eisenberg (1992) cited some of the uses of file transfer for educators.
Teacherssend curriculumguides and instructional material to other teachers.
librarians locate relevant research summariessuch as those produced by the
ERIC Clearinghouse and make them available to teachers and administrators.
As well, file transfer allows for electronic distribution of educational software
(Harasim & Johnson, 1986).
Access to Educational Databases
Educational computer networks are characterized by increased access to
databases (Eisenberg, 1992). Through networks educators have the opportunity
to search and retrieve info rmation frorll a large variety of educational databases
such as the ERIt:; databases containing full text ERIC Digests and reports of
educational research. Participants in the SITP had access to three educational
electronic databases including Groner Encyclopedia, SFU library Online and
ERIC (Teres & Duxbury, 199 1). Teachers in this project also had access to
commercia l databases such as News$ource that contained Canadian
newspapers. Newssource updated information regularly to reflect changing world
condit ions.
Some educational databases are designed for a specific network. Adam
and Mackie (1989) described a project to link the Okanagan Landing Elementary
schoo l library to a district resource center. As a result, the school had access to
almost 18,000 media titles and teachers were able 10 search and book items in
the resource center direct ly from the school library.
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Access 10 databases has pro vide d teachers with many sources of
information. The information of the world is madeavailable in the local school
and even in the ind ividua l classroom (Eisenberg, 1992 ). In addition to providing
information, databa se access can chan~ the relationship of the teacher and
learners 10information . "When information comes from a variety of sources and
teachers have less con trol over the information rece ived, the crit ica l eva luatio n of
informati on and in formation sou rces becomes a key skill" (Te lee & Duxbury,
1991 , p. 39).
Bulletinboards allow individuals to post notices and requeststhat can be
viewedby an enure community of users. While some bulletinboardsprovide
conferencingand messaging components(Swanson, 198~ : , bulletin boards are
not usuallystructured according to topicor themeand have no assigned
moderator.
An exampleof an effective bulletin board is the Forum (Ruopp et at.,
1993). The Forum is the "public domain" of the l ab Network. LabNet teachers
with diverse interestsused the Forumto "post messages, read and respond to
the messagesof others, ask questions, receive answersand provide assistance
to fellow teachers" (p. 12).
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Teachers used the Forum to discuss activities directly related to classroom
work . Teachers also spent time on the Forum merely gathering information about
learning activ ities and educational aids. These kinds of network dialogues
supported teachers in their oay-tc-cay concerns . The Forum provided quick
suggestions in response 10specific requests. Thus, the profess ional discourse
on the Forum connected teachers to one another as a "community of
practitioners" thai supported each other in the art of leachin g (Ruopp et aI.,
1993).
Some educational networks offer their users acce ss to newsgroups.
Newsgroups are unmoderated public discussions that are shared freely among
network participants. Harris (1993) estimated that there are ove r 2000 different
newsgroups available through the Internet. The conferencing capability of
newsgroups allows educators from all over the world to discuss educational
issues and concems . Newsgro ups are also a valuable source of general
information. Newsgroups hav e been used to send and receive information about
recent world events, such as the Tlananmen Square Massacre , long before news
cameras. Newsgroups allow te achers and students to experience the world as
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one interdependent global vmage where they direct ly interact with peop le and
informat ion (Harris , 1993).
There is ofte n overlap in the function of thes e six services. For example,
teachers can communicate with other teachers through elect ronic ma il or
comp uter ccnterenclnq . Teachers can acce ss info rmation throu gh fi le transfer or
through searching of databases.
"t he central idea in each instance is that individuals do not have to be in
the same place as other individuals or groups or sources of information in
orde r to make educationally orient ed contact through electronic means"
(Collis, 1992, p. 25).
Conclusion
The literatu re review ed in this chap ter is about a relatively new mecle •
educational compute r networks. P roponents of co mputer networks appeared
enthusiastic and co nvinced of the educational bene fits afforded to bot h teachers
and stude nts
Netwo rks offered a valua ble resource to tea chers in providing them with
access to educa tio nal rest; :','ch and discussions of educati on al and peda gogical
"issues. More importantly, networks have the potential to overcome the
professional isolation so common in tradito nar classrooms. Computer networks.
through discussion groups, computer conferencing, electronic mail etc.. give
teachers a chance to talk about their work with olher teachers. This building of a
"community of practice" can change the work environment of the classroom
teacher.
The literature also revealed thai while this building of a community of
"practitioners" is not easily realized (Ruopp at al., 1993) educational computer
networks such as STEM-Net can enrich the working environment of the
classroom teacher both in enhancing professional development and in
overcoming professional isolation. The literature also suggests that as costs
decline and use of computer networks become more commonplace the key issue
for teachers and educators remains the utility of the network in providing services
and programs that can best meet their professional needs. It is the intention of
this study to detennine the perceptions of teecne:3 and educators in
Newfoundland and labrador of various educational features of STEM-Net ; and,
to investigate the effect of an online unit of study on the understanding of these
features. This study will provide teachers and educators in Newfoundland and
Labrador with the opportunity to become involved in the design and
implementation of programs and services on STEM- Net. Furthermore. the study
may help to determine how the educational features of STEM-Net can effectively
meet tne needs of teachers and educators in Newfoundland and l abrador.
particularly. in enhancing professiooal development and in overcoming
professional isolation.
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CHAPTER III
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
This study was des igned as a qualitative study to deter mine the
educa tional expectations and experiences of K·12leachers and educators in
Newfoundland and labrador as they become users of STEM ...Net. More
specifically, the study was intended to determine the perceptions of K·1 2
teachers and educators of various educational computer network activities ; and ,
to inves tigate the effec t of an onl ine unit of study on their unders tand ing of these
features.
The design of this study was based on the assumption that the nature of
network use is determined by the users and the context in which they work . For
that reason , the study consisted of several stages of data collection and analysis:
1. Data collection 10identify teachers ' and educat ors' perceptions of
various educational network activities . For this phase of the study data
were collected through a survey Questionnaire and a recor ding of the
online messages of the participants.
2. Data analys is to summarize the findings of the quesl ionnaire and to
ident ify the members and the focus topic of a small group met was set
up 10participate in an online unit of study .
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3. The deveiccment and monitori ng of an online unit of study designed to
promote an improved understanding of one of the educationa l features
of STEM- Net.
4. Data collect ion and analys is 10evaluate the small group act ivity. For
this stage of the study date were collected through three evaluation
forms and the online messag es of the members of the small group.
5. Final summary of all the data collected to develop a set of
recommendations as to how the features of STEM-Net can best
support the educat ional ad ivities of teachers and educators in
Newfoundland and labrador.
This chapter de saibes hOYt' the study was condUd ed and includes a
de scription of the development o f the survey questionnaire. the selection of the
sample. the development and eva luation of the orlline unit of study . and the
ana lysis of the data.
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Develop ment of the Questio nnaire
The questionnaire used in this study contained a short descr iption of six
computer educat ional networking activ ities . The network activities thai were
descr ibed in the ques tionnaire included: (aj electronic mail; (b) computer
conferencing; (e) file transfer; (d) access to educationa l databases ; (e) bulletin
boards; and (f) newsgroups. As well , responde nts could indicate any other
activity or feature of computer networks thallhey viewed as effective in meeting
the ir educational goals.
The respondents were asked : (a) to indicate their relative knowledge of
the network. activ ity ; (b) to indicate their re lative skill in using the network activit y;
(c) to rank the network act ivities in perceived order of importance; (d) 10indicate
if they wou ld like to be part of a group to learn more abou t one of the netwo rk
activities : and (e) to indicate their present leve l of participaton in STEM-Nel
activities.
An initial version of the questionnaire used in this study was dev ised as a
resu lt of a rev iew of recent literatu re pertaini ng to user expe riences with
educational computer networks. The list of neIWor\( act ivities was compiled from
reports of educators and researchers who have expressed strong enthus iasm for
comp uter networki ng projects and the educa tional featu res of computer networks
Members of the Educat ion Faculty of Memorial Univers ity and members of the
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STE M- Net suppo rt staff rev iewed the questionnaire and mad e suggestions fo r
nece ssary changes, The qu estionn aire was then field lested with a se lect group
of teachers and educators.
Pilo! Study of lhe Q uestjonn aire
Th e pilot stu dy of the quest ionnaire wa s conducted in Ju ly, 1994 . The
quest ionna ire wa s sent via electronic mail on STEM - Net to a group of 50
teachers . The major aims of the p ilol study wer e:
1. To cetermne jf the instructions clearly indi ca ted to the respondents
how the questionnaire was to be comp let ed and returned to the
researcher.
2 . To determin e if the wording of scecsc items d earty requested the
informat ion that wa s being sought.
3. To determire if the network activi ti es listed on the que stionna ire were
representative of the respondents' uses of net'NOr1<s.
Following completion of I.he pilot study minor changes were made to the method
for distribution of the que enc noeee . The final form o f the questionna ire and the
instructions for completing it (Appendix A) we re sent to the members of the
sample on Octo be r 5.1 994 .
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Popu lation and Sample
T he population for thiSstudy consisted of K- 12 teachers and edcca tors in
Newfoundland and Labra dor that held STEM- Net accounts. A list of 1000
frequen t users of STEM -Net was obta ined from the STEM-Net .iupport staff
From that list, a random sample of 200STEM-Net userswas Chosen using a
computer programdesignedto generaterandom numbers.
The electronicmati addresses of the 200 members of the sample were
added to a distribut ion li st on STEM-Net. Using an electronic mail application on
STEM- Ne t calle d ~P I NE . M the questionnaire , along with di rect ions for completing
and returning it. were sent to the teachersand educators on October 5, 1994
On OCtober 20. a follow-up letterproviding more detailed informationon
how to com plete and return the ques tionnaire was sent to members of the sample
who had not rep lied. Aft er sending several more fo llow-up letters, the collection
of data through the ques tionnaire was compleled en Wednesday, November 9,
1994. These data and the online messages of the pa rticipant s provided the
information 10 address the first research question and 10 implement the second
phase of the study , the de velopment and evaluation 01a small group activity .
Copies of the fo llow-up le tters are found in Appendix B.
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Development and Evaluation of Small GroupActiv ity
The main purpose of the small group activity was to assess the impact of
an online unit on teachers and educators' unders tanding of the educationa l
features of STEM-Net. It WClS organized around the following sequence of steps:
1. Formation of Ihe group. A group of 32 teachers and educators chose
to be involved in a small group activity to learn more about one of the
education al features of STEM- Net.
2. Se lection of the goa ls oflhe group activity. A tentative schedule for the
small group activity and an outline of the content of an online unit of
study was evaluated and accepted by the members of the group.
3. Development of the content of the online unit. A series of six tutorials
was written and oeveloped in close collaboration with the STEM-Net
support staff and incorporated material from STEM-Net training
manuals (Shapleigh, 1994).
4. Implementation of the unit. Members of the group read and analyzed
the content of the tutorials. They exchanged ideas with other members
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of the group, and were encouraged to ask questions and make
suggestions as to how the activ ity could be modified Of' improved .
Group members also rece ived continuous technical and curr icular
support from the STEM-Net support staff .
5. Evaluation of the group activity. Three eva luation forms consisting of a
series of open ended questions were completed by the members of the
group . As well , the online messages of the participants we re recorded
and analyzed. In evaluating the group activity several key tssoes were
cons idered ; the clarity of the tutoria ls , the instructional value of the
online unit, and the effect af the online unit of study on teachers ' and
educators' knowledge of the educat ional features o f STEM- Net. A
copy of the evaluations can be found in Appendix D.
The smallgroup activity took placeover a period of two monthsfrom
November,1994to January, 1995. After providinggroupmemberswith the
opportunityto make finalcommentsand suggestions,thestudywasendedon
January30, 1995. The data from the surveyquestionnaire, theevaluationsof the
smallgroupactivityand the onlinemessagesof participantswere analyzedto
addressthe major researchquestionsof the study.
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Dala Analysis
Data analysi s for this study focused on the major research questions:
1. What are the percept ions of K~1 2 teac hers a nd educa tors of
va rious educational compute r network activ ities that are
available on STEM-Net?
2. How does an online unit of study affect teachers' and educators'
unde rstanding of the educa tional features of STEM- Net?
To address the researc h questions data were collect ed through a survey
questio nnaire, the recording of the online messa ges of particip ants and three
eva luations of the small gro up activ ity .
Statist ics we re calculated and analyzed to summarize the data obtained
through the questionnaire survey. Frequencies, means and to tals were
computedseparately for kno',.yfedge of network activities, skill in usingthe activity
and therankingof the network activities.
The responses to the evaluation forms and the online messages of the
small group members were analyzed to highlight important features of the
processof implementingand developing the online unit of study. Finally, the
collecteddata were summarized and analyzed to identify issuesandfactors that
may affect teachers' andeducators' perceptions and understanding of the
educational features of STEM- Net.
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A summaryof the statistics collected through the survey questionnaire are
presented in Chapter IV. Chapter V contains a summary of the data collected
during the small group activity . Chapter VI presents a summary of the study and
a discussion of the results in terms of the stated research questions. Chapler VI
also discusses the implications of the study for the future developmentof
STEM- Net and offers suggestions for future research.
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF TI-!E QUESTIO NNAIRE DATA
One of the purposes of this study VIasto determine the perceptions of
K-12 teachers and educators regarding the rank of six educational features of
STEM-Net; electronic mail, co mputer conferencin g, file transfe r, access to
educat ional databases, bulletin boards . and news groups. This chapte r presents
the statistics collected throug h the questionnaire in seve n sections : a profile of
the respondents ; teachers' and educators' percepti ons of their knowledge of the
educational features of STEM-Net; teachers' an d educators perceptions' of their
skill in using th e educational features of STEM-Net; the ranking of the selected
educational features of STEM -Ne t; STEM- Net activit ies identified for furthe r
study ; and, the presen t revel of the respondents' participa tion in STEM-Net.
Response to the Survey
The survey qu estionnaire was sent on October 5. 1994 to 200 teachers or
educators using an e lectronic mailing application on STEM- Net caned PINE.
While a large m ajority of respondents expe rienced no difficu lty in
comp leting and returning the questionnaire, several recipients raised a number of
concerns abo ut the distri bution of the questionnaire thro ugh STEM-Net. Some
concerns that were id entified induded technica l and software probiems in actually
filling out the questionnaire The following comments from one teacher as she
answered the questionnaire serve to highlight these problems:
I have been trying to answer your questionnaire but I haven't quite figured
out where to put the answers . When I press "R" and then "y" I can't get to
the questions to answer them. Tell me how and ! will try again to help you
in your research .
...! am still trying but having no luck using the arrow keys or any others for
Ihat rnattert Nothing seems 10work to get my curso r 10allow me to
answer. Any other suggestions? I'll keep plugging .
I seem unable to figure out how to reply to these questions . How do I get
my answers to go inside your brackets? The arrow keys are not working to
scroll the text. I would like to help just to figure out how to do it if nothing
else.
Severa! recipients objected to the distribution of the survey quest ionnaire
through the electronic mail facilities of STEM-Net and offered suggestions for
conducting future research through STEM-Net. They indicated that
questionna ires should not be sent through electronic mail, but could pemaps be
posted to a discussion group or a STEM-Net newsgroup:
I very much object to receiving surveys by Stem-net. I conside r this
valuable educat ional time, and even the gift of an extra hour does not
make reading a survey on screen an enjoyable experience . Should you
wish to send a hard copy please feel free to do so.
While I feel sure you will benefit from this research, I conside r it an
invasion of my privacy to receive these surveys without having given
permission. This is my third such survey , and today nine of my thirteen
messages relate to your resea rch. I simply do not have time to filter
through your mail. Please discontinue correspondence .
Maybe the best place to post future questionnaires would be in a
STEM"'Net newsg roup ... then people could respond via email. That way it
would be completely voluntary . As for the hard copy 1think people are
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start ing to rely more and more on electronic communication. Personally I
hale 'paper' work, be ing on line is much more enjo yab le :. )
Anot her concern expressed by severa l recipients in complet ing the
questionnaire resulted from the "incorrect mailing" of the comp leted
questionnaire . The questionnaire was dist ributed using a "di stribution list" that
co ntained the elect ronic add resses of the 200 members of the sample. Wh ile this
provided for efficie ncy in mailing the ques tionnai re, it d id create some problems
for members of the sample as noted in these comments:
I've been gett ing mail over the past few days from other people who are
completing your ques tionna ire, and also missi ves from some individuals
asking that com pleted questio nna ires not be sent to their ma il boxes . I
think the problem for all co ncerned is the old story of not hav ing read the
instructions. My gue ss is that some folks press 'r' fo r reply and Inen do not
answer 'no' to the query re sending Ihe reply to all individuals on the list,
thereby causi ng their own form to be sent to the who le group.
I have spent so much time this past two weeks delet ing e-mef that wa s
mean t for you that I d id not have time 10 answe r your request. I ask that if
you are intending to sand this question naire again, please make sure the
recip ients understand the consequences of reply ing to all rec ipients. This
morning alo ne there were nine messages related to this questionnaire .
some of them comp laining about the responses they were gettin g beca use
they were recei ving everyone else 's answers; yet they too were replying to
all rec ipients. This problem is not restri cted to this quest ionna ire alone but
is common to all mu ltiple recipient mail messa ges and can be quite a
nu isance if there are a Jot of people involved. Perhaps a general state ment
on the consequences of such rep lies could be included with the general
sign on inform ation immediately after you I09-on until people are more
aware of the problems it creates particularly through the ross of netwo rk
time.
It looks as if we have 10figure out a better way to complete ques tionna ires
and surveys online . Make sure Harvey is aware of this drawback!
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To address some of the concerns raised by the recipie nts a second copy
of the ques tionnaire was mailed on October 20, 199410 members of the sample
who had not replied . This time the quest ionnaire was sent with a cover letter thai
provided more detailed informa tion on how to complete and return the
quest ionnaire . For a copy of this lette r see Appe ndix B. Afte r several more
follow -up letters the collec tion o f data throug h the questionnaire was completed
on November 9, 1994. One hundred questionnaires were return ed and util ized in
comp iling the follow ing statistics. A copy of the questionnaire can be foun d in
AppendixA.
Information on the Sample
Respondents to the questionnaire were asked to supply information
concerning the grade(s) whic h they wer e presently teachinq . the number o f
mathematics methods or co mputer co urses they had complet ed . and the number
of STEM...Net training sessio ns or works hops in which they had participated .
Twenty-seven percen t of the respondents were coord ina tors and
admin ist rators at either the schoo l board or Departme nt of Educa tion leve l.
Forty-s ix percent were high sc hool teachers (Grades 9- 12) and 27% were
primary, eleme ntary or junior h igh schoolteachers (Grades K-8). Ninetee n
percent of the respondents reported they had compl eted more th an 2 cou rses in
Mathematics methods while the remainder reported that they had completed 2
courses or less in Mathematics methods. Similarly, 22% reported they had
completed more than 2 Computer Courses. The data also revealed that a
majori ty (77%) of respondents had participated in 2 or fewe r STEM-Net training
sessions/workshops. (See Table 1)
Table 1
Profile of Respondents (N = 100)
Va riable Sub-Gro up Number of Respondents
G rades Taught Coordinato rs 27 (27%)
Grades 9-12 46 (46 %)
Grades K·8 27 (27%)
Nu mber of Courses o Cou rses 43 (43 %)
in Math Ed ucation
1 or 2 Course s 38 (38%)
More than 2 Courses 19(19%)
Nu mber of Computer 0 Courses 39 (39%)
Courses
1 or 2 Courses 38 (38 %)
More than 2 Courses 23 (23%)
Number of o Courses 34 (34%)
S T EM..Net Training
Courses 1 o r 2 Cours es 43(43%)
More than 2 Courses 23 (23%)
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Knowledge of Ne twork Activit ies
Respondents were asked to rank on a five point sca le their knowleoqe of
each of the six network act ivit ies. A rank of "1" indicated a very good knowledge
o f the networ k act ivity, a rank of "2" indica ted good know ledge , a rank of "3" ·
poo r kno wledge , a rank of "4" • very poo r knowledge while a rank of "5" ind icated
no know ledge o f the act ivity.
A meanranking for the level of knowledge of each activity was calc ulated.
Table 2 contains the mea n rank of the respo ndents' knowledge of ea ch network
act ivity. An examination of this table reveals that respondents ranked their
knowledge of electronic mail , file t ransfer , access to databases, and newsg roups
as very good o r good while knowledge o f bulletin boards and computer
co nferenc ing wa s ranked as poor or very poor.
Table 2
Mean Rank of Knowledgeof each Network Activity
Network Activity Numberof Responses Mean Rank
Elect ronic Mai l 98 1.58
Computerccorerencrnc 97 3.28
File Transfer 97 2.37
Access 10 Databases 97 2.38
Bulletin Boards 96 2.66
Newsgroups 97 2.15
·,
Table 3 shows the frequency distr ibution for respondents ' ranking of their
know:e dge of the activities. An ex amination of this tab'e reveals Ihat a ma jority o f
respondents (54%) ranked highest their knowledge of electronic mai l.
Table 3
Frequency Table for Ihe Ranking of Knowledgeof eachNetworsActivity
(Perc entag e distributions)
Network Act ivity VGK GK PK VPK NK
Electronic Mail 53 40 5 0 2 98
Computer Conferencir.g 10 21 26 19 25 97
File Transfer 22 39 25 9 5 97
Access to Databases 14 49 24 97
Bulletin Boards 16 36 26 17 96
Newsgroups 25 49 14 8 97
• VGK=Very Good Kl'lOWIedge; GK"'GoodKnowledge:PK"'PoorKnowledge: VPK=VeryPOOl
Knowledge ; NK:No Knowledge;
' Totals nol100% due to round ing
l eve! of Skill in Using Netw ork Acti vities
Respondents were asked to rank on a five point scale their level of skill in
using each of Ihesix netwOfkactivities. A rank of "1" indicated a very good skill
in using the network activity, a rank of "2" indicatedgood skill, a rank of "3" • poor
skill. a rank of "4" • very poor skill while a rank of "5" indicated no skill in using the
activity.
A mean ranking for the level of skill in usingeach activity was calculated
Table4 contains the mean rank of the respondents level of skill inusingeach
networkactivity, An examination of thistable reveals that respondents ranked
lheir skill in using electronicmail, file transfer, accessto databases,and
newsgroupsas very goodor goodwhile skill in uSing bulletinboardsand
computer conferencingwas rankedas pooror very poor
Table 4
MeanRankof level of Skill in Using Each Network.Activity
NetworkActivity Number of Responses Mean Rank
Electronic Mail 92 1.54
ComputerConferencing 91 3.47
FileTransfer 92 2.42
Accessto Databases 92 2.43
Bulletin Boards 91 2.73
Newsgroups 90 2.21
Table 5 showsthe frequency distributionfor respondents' ranking of their
knowledgeof the activities. An examination of this table reveals that a majority of
respondents (61%) rankedhighest their level of skill in using electronic mail. In
contrast, very few respondents rankedtheir knowledge of anyof the other
activitiesas very good.
"
Table 5
Frequency Table for the Ranking of Level of Skill in Using Each Network Activity
(Percentage distribut ions)
Network Acti vity VGS GS PS VPS NS
ElectronicMail 57 35 1 1 92
Computer Confere ncing 10 14 26 18 32 91
File Transfer 20 40 25 9 7 92
Access to Databases 17 40 29 5 92
Bulletin Boards 15 36 27 12 9 1
Newsgroups 26 41 23 90
• VGS=VeryGoodSkin;GS=GoodSkin; PS=Poor Skill; VPS=Very Poor Skin; NS=No Skill;
" Totals I'IOt 100% due to rounding
Rankingof NetworkActivities
Resp ondents were asked 10 rank on a six (or seven , if respondents added
their own network activity to the listed activities)point scale their perceptionsof
the importance of the network activities for their teaching. A rank of "1" indica ted
they gave the activity top priority for thei r leach ing; "2"· second priority; "3" • third
priority; "4" · fourth priority; "5" - fifth priority; and, a rankof 6 or 7 indicated last
position in importancefor their teaching. Each numberwas used onlyonce.
A sum and a meanfor each networkactivitywascalculatedand the
activitieswere then rankedwith the first item being theone with the lowest mean
and the last item beingthe onewith the highestmean. Two respondents
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ind uded student projects and World Wide W eb in their ranki ng of the STEM....Net
ecuvnes. These responses were not includ ed in the analysis. Table 6 contain s
the sum, mean and rank of each act iv ity. A study of this tab le would revea l thai
the network activ ities can be ranked. in terms of their priOrity for the respondents,
as follows :
Firs t Priority
Second Priority
Third Priority
Fourth Priority
Fifth Priority
Sixth Priority
Electronic Mail
Acce ss to Databases
File Tran sfer
Newsgroups
Computer Confere ncing
Bulletin Boards
Table 6
Sum of Ratings, Means and Rank of Network Activ ities
Network Adivity Sum Mean Rank
Eled:ronic Mail 191 2.05 93
Compute r Conferenc ing 414 4.45 93
File Trans fer 294 3.16 93
Acce ss 10 Databases 196 2.11 94
BUlletin Boa rds 436 4.71 93
Newsgr oups 366 3.91 94
,.)
Ta~'J 7 shows the frequency distribution for respondents' rankingof the
networx activities. An examinationof this table shows thai almostall resooocents
rankedeitherelectronic mail oraccess todatabases as havingfirst prionty for
them in their teaching.
Table 7
Frequency Table for Ratingsof Network Activities
(Percentage distributions)
NetworkActivity 3
Electronic Mail 46 18 23 11 93
Computer Conferencing 12 12 23 25 28 93
FileTransfer 37 23 13 17 5 93
Accessto Databases 48 19 16 12 2 3 94
Bulletin Boards 2 5 12 18 27 35 93
Newsgrou ps 5 15 20 21 20 18 94
"1= lOpprionty lorte aching;2 " s&tOl'ldptlonty.3= tlWd pnonty;4 "' lOI.I'lI\pnonly;5: ftfttlptlOnty; 6
or7 = Ia5tprionlyfcrteacning 'TOlalsnot100"f0ttuelOf'OUI"lding
Activities forFurther Study
Respondentswere askedto indicate if they wouldlike to becomepartof a
smart groupactivityto ream more aboutone of the listed networkfeatures. They
were alsoasked to indicate which of the network featurestheywouldlike 10ream
moreabout.
so
Sixty-four percent of the 100 respondents indicated they would like to be
part of a small group activity to leam more about netwof1t featu res, Table 6
con tains a summary of the respondents' choices of net'Nork acti vities for further
study. From Table 8 it can be observed that 58% indicated they wou ld like to be
part of a small group to learn more about ~Accessing Datab ases." Cons equentl y.
this topic was selected 10be the focus of the small group act iv ity.
Table 8
Network Activity for Small Group Course
Network.A ct ivity Number of Responses
Electronic Mail 9 (14%)
Computer Conferencing 21 (33%)
File Transfer Protocol 18 (26%)
Access 10Databases 37 (58%)
Bunetin Boards 12 (19%)
Newsgroups t 1 (17%)
Other (Lynx. Mosaic. 'NNVV) 3 (5%)
·Percentageslotal more lh8n 100 since some responc!eflts ind iCated more than oneaclivity
Level of Participation of Res pondents in STEM -Net Activ ities
Respo ndents were asked to indicate their leve l of partic ipation in
STEM"-Net activities . Table 9 shows the featur es of STEM-Net that were listed
and the level of part icipation of the respondents in each act iv ity. Ninety-seven
percent of the respondents indicated Ihat they used the electronic mail feature of
STEM- Net, and approxima tely 75% used the file transfer, access to educational
databases, and newsgroup features of STEM- Net. Fifty-one percent of the
respondents used the bulletin board feature of STEM-Net, while only 19% of
respondents used the computer conterencinq feature of STEM..Net
Table 9
l evel of Participation of Respondents in STEM- Net Acti vitie£.(N =100)
STEM-Net Activ ity Number of Res ponses
Lead Teacher
School Board Coordinator
Development of a Gopher
Use of Electronic Mail
Computer Conferen cing
File Transfer
Acces s of Educa tional Databases
Use of Bulletin Boards
Use of Newsgroup s
33(3 3%)
11(11%)
11 (11%)
97 (97%)
19 {19%)
75(75%)
74 (74%)
51 (51%)
79(79%)
•Percentages total more than 100 sece some respoodents indica ted they participated in more than
one STEM"Net activity
Conclusion
This chapter has provided some basic information on teache rs' and
educators ' uses and percep tions of the educational features of STEM- Net. The
analysis of the data revea led that despite little or no computer or STEM-Net
'2
training respondents genera lly rated the ir knowledge of and skill in using most of
the listed educa tional feat ures of STEM -Net as good or very good . The
"elect ronic mail" feature was rank ed as having the lop prio rity for most
respon dents in their leaetling.
The data also revealed that a large majonty (64% ) of the respondents
were interested in learn ing more about netwo rk featu res through a small group
activity , The next chapter "Analysis of the Data from the Small Group Act ivity"
will discuss the development and evalua tion of a sma ll group ac tivi ty which
designed and implemented an onl ine unit of study to learn more about "acce ssing
educat ional databases" through STEM- Net.
CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA FROM THE SMALL GROUP ACTIVITY
The purpose of this stud y was to determine the educationa l expectations
and experiences of K-12 teachers and educators in Newfoundland and l abrador
as they become users of STEM-Net. As part of this study, a group of thirty-two
teachers and educators chose to be involved in a small group activity. The
purpose of the small group activity was to determine the effect of an online unit of
study on teachers' and educat ors' understanding of the educational features of
STEM- Net. The small group activity took place over a twomonth period from
November, 1994 to January , 1995. For this phase of the study, data were
collected through the online messages and written evaluations of participants
This chapter presents a summary of the data collected during the
deve lopment and evaluation of the small group activity. Specifically , the chapter
describes the formation of the small group, a profile of the group members, the
method followed and the result s of the evaluations of the group activity.
Formation of the Small Group
In an early stage of th is study a survey questionnaire was sent via
electronic mail to a sample of 200 teachers or educators who regularly used their
STEM- Net accounts (Chapter IV). On this questionnaire. respondents were
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asked to indicate if they would like to be part of a small group activity to learn
more about one of the listed network features . They were also asked to indicate
which of the features they would like 10learn more about.
Sixty-four of the respondents indica ted they would like to be pa rt of the
small group. A majority of these respon dents indicated the y would like to be pa rt
of a small group to learn more about "access to educat ional databases." In early
November , 1994 a letter wa s sent via electron ic mail to the sixty four respondents
inviting them to be part of a small group to explore the topic "Accessing
Educational Databas es." T hirty-two teachers or educators agreed to be
members of the gr oup.
Profile of the Group Members
In order to profile the voluntary group sample, statistics (Appendix E) were
compiled from the responses of the group members to the survey questionnaire
and compared to statistics recorded for the original sample (Chapter IV).
An examination of the data reveals thai the grades taught and the
numbers of Mathematics methods courses completed by members of the small
groupwere comparable to those of the original sample. Similarly. the percentage
of the group members who had completed more than 2 Computer Courses or
"
STEM- Net training sessions was comparable to that of the members of the
or iginal sample.
The group members ' ranking of their knowledge of and skill in using the
networ1<. activ ities and their ranking of the netwo rk activit ies in terms of their
priority for teach ing was also com parable to the rankings of the orig inal samp le.
Al though there is a slight increase (from 78% to 84%) in the percentages of
members of the sma ll group who used file transfer and the newsgroups, the data
would sugg est the same overa ll level of part icipation of group members in
STEM-Net activ ities as th at found in the original sample.
Method
The small group activity was develo ped and implemen ted through the use
of electronic mail and elect ronic conferencing on STEM-Net. Messages were
exch ange d among group members as well as betwe en the rese arche r and the
group me mbers and the researcher and the STEM- Net support staff ,
As part of the small grou p activ ity, group members we re sent a series of
six tutoria ls. (The final fonn of the tutoria ls can be found in Appe ndix C). These
tutoria ls were written by the researche r in close collabo ration with the STE M-Net
sup port staff and incorpora ted material from the training manu al Ge tting Started
.Q..!l..SI..EM.(Shapleigh , 1994). The tutorials conta ined basic commands and
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inform ation about STEM- Net "toots" that per mitted netwo rk veers to explore and
access education al data bases on the Intern et. Through the tu torials . membe rs of
the group were encouraged to try var ious netwo rk act ivities and 10share their
comments or suggestions of how the activity worked for them.
The six tutorials were divided into th ree sections. Part 1 discusse d File
Transfer Protocol (FT P), a program that allows users to access remote ftpsites
and transfer files to a perso nal com puter. Part 2 prese nted Go pher, a menu
based system that allows users to search and retrieve educa tiona l material
anywhere on the Internet. Part 3 outline d the features of the World W ide We b
(W\f'MI ) and Lynx. a program that can browse the services and informa tion
ava ilable th rough the Web. Each tutorial co ntained a suggested follow -up act ivity
and the add resses of Intern et sites that con tained educat ional mate rials . Data
were collected throughout the grou p act ivity by means of three evaluations
completed by group membe rs as we ll as the online messag es of part icipan ts .
Data analys is and interpretation we re also ongoing during the act ivity . This
provided i n forrnati~n tha t he lped to shape the activity acco rdin g to the emerging
needs and questions of the grou p membe rs . The fina l form of the tuto rials and
the evaluations can be found in A ppendice s C and 0 respectively.
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Results of the Group Ac tiVity
The main purpose of the gro up activity was 10 determine if an online unit of
study wouldaffect teachers'and educators' understanding of the educational
featuresof STEM"Net. The findings relatedto this researchQuestionare
presented in the next two sections. Specific:ally. they presentdata on the effect
of the group activity as perceived by the group members, and on key issues
associatedwith the developmentand implementation of the activity as identified
by the part icipants
Effect of the Group Actiyity
Group memberswere very positive in their evaluationsof the group
activity, with 80 to 90% of respondents to the three evaluations reporting an
increase in their knowledgeand understandingof File Transfer Protocol. Gopher
and the Wond Wide Web.
Participants consistently rated their involvementin the online unit of study
as a valuable leaming experience and recommendedthat it be made available to
other teachers and educators"especially those just teamingabout STEM- Net."
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Kell Iss lJes in the Development and Imolementatjon of the Group Acti yity
Analysis of the responses to the eva luations as well as the onl ine
messages of part icipants led to the identifica tion of five key issues in the
development and implementation of the group activ ity. These are: (a) the
instructional value of the tutorials; (b) group support; (e) access \0 technical
support; (d) technical difficulties; and, (e) time and access constra ints. This
section discusses the findings related to these issues.
Group mem bers were very posi tive in the ir assessment of Ihe
instructional value of the tut oria ls. In their e valuation of the tutorials, group
members considered several points , induding the clarity of Ihe instructions, the
time needed to read and carry out the directions and the effecti veness of the
tuto rials in increasing their knowledge of a particu lar network feature.
GlaDty of jnstnJct jons
Eighty to ninety percent of respondents to the three e....aluations agreed
that the tutorials were clearly written and that they had liltle difficulty in following
the directions to loca le and retrieve information from educational databases on
the Intem et. Respondents also identified some of the featu res of the tutoria ls
that they founc to be particu larly usefu l:
I was glad that you captured the screen so we could actually see what
wou ld be written there . Explaining what some of the commands are was
goOd too. I never understood how to get back up a directory until I read
about the "cdup" command.
The information about the types of tiles and the extensions and the
meaning of same was of much interest to me. I also was delighted to find
out that you could print directly from pine and how to save mail to your
home directory . The info about binary files and the programs to use to
unzip them was extremely help ful.
Seventy-five percent of responde nts reported that they read the tutorials in
an average lime of 15 to 20 minutes . However , the time needed to carry oul lhe
instructions conta ined in the tulorials varied. All of the respondents carried out
the instructions in Tutorials 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 in an average time of 45 minutes to 1
hour. In contrast, the l ime needed to carry out the directions in Tutorial 6 ranged
from 15 minutes to 4 hours.
Tutorial 6 d iscussed the World Wide Web, a relatively new feature of
STEM"'Net and unf amiliar to some grou p members. (Tutorial 6 is also discussed
on p. 61) Three respondents to Evaluation 3 indicated that this was an area that
presented some difficulty:
Th is one was way ove r my head. I have no doubts that I will be able to
figure it all out sooner or later , since that is how I became familiar with
most of the other things in Stem-Net. But I have a long way to go on this
one . t have scratched the surl ace on most of the possibilities of StemNet,
but I am only now finding out how much I -don't· know! If'.NNoJ is one of
the hard ones .
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To read the tutorial only about five minutes , but I spent a good hour trying
to navigate my way th rough even the smallest thing .
I managed very well with all the other tuto rials and got everyt hing done.
This one was a total d isaster for me. I guess I probab ly need someone
standing over my shoulder telling me what to do . I w ill give it a few tries
again during the holidays, but it's not looking good
I" ('cease in Knowledge
Perhap s the most important benefit of the tutorials thai was reported by
the respondents was the increase in the ir knowledge and understanding of File
Transfer Protocol , Gopher , and the World W ide Web. Since the effect o f the
tu torials var ied with each activity, they will be discussed separately.
File Transfer p rotocol
Tutorials 1, 2, and 3 discussed the process of locating and transferring
information froma remote FTP site on the Intemet to a personal computer at
home or school. A majority (80%) ofthe respondents to Evaluation 1 reported
that they successfully used the di rect ions contained in the tutorials to carry out a
wide variety of activities that they had previously been unfamiliar with :
I have done a little cruising on the internet; I have used Arch ie at the
Cal vin prompt, have browsed ftp directories, I have downloaded files, and
I have used successfully pkunzlp.exe. Great for someone with litt le
experiencewith downloadingl
Tutorials 4 and 5 discussed the process o f locating and retr ieving
information thro ugh Go pher, a menu base d prog ra m on STEM- Net. While most
particip ants indica ted they had had a basic knowledge of Gopher prior to th e
study, all respo mdents to Eva luation 2 reported tha t the tutorials had helped "with
examples and reinforc ing ideas."
I never understood several things before, such as what yo u called th e
Boolean operato rs (and, or and no t). That simplifi es thing considerably. I
never re alized the difference betw een do ing a word searc h andfind ing
director ie s befor e, either.
...the tutorials ha ve improved my understanding o f Gophe r. 1nowknow
about the bookmark feature, and a couple of easy comman ds that a llow
me to acc ess sites quick er than I could previously .
I liked the bookmark part in this tu torial. Its a very useful to ol that I'v e been
looking for , for awh ile. I thought the re had to be a way to save time getting
back to previous visited sites and the boo kmark does give a good short
cut.
World W ide web.
Tutorial 6 discussed Lynx, a program that allows users to access the
World Wide Web, an application that pro vides one acce ss method to an Inte rnet
resource s and services. Responses to Evaluation 3 ind icated that lhe W orld
Wide Web was a feature of STEM "Net that had been unfamiliar to many group
members prior to the study. W hile almost half of the respon dents indicated that
more time was needed 10 futty explore a nd use th e Web all group member s
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agree d that the tutoria l had served as a good in troduct io n to the World Wide We b
andha d increased their unders tanding of Lynx.
Oneteacher summarized these findings:
I USED LYNX FORTHE FIRST TIMEAS A RESULT OF THE
TUTORIAL I CREATED BOOKMARKS AND DOWNLOADFILES. I
ALSO BROWSED A LITTLE BIT , EHII HA VE TO READ MORE YE T.
Group Support
An ana lysis of th e messages recorded throughou t theonline unit of study
revea led that the sha ring of ide as and inf ormation was al so a key fealure of the
group activity . The follow ing examples demonstra te that members used the
group activity to pose questions, give and receive technical advice, improve their
underst anding of the tu torials and inquire about additional features of STE M""Net.
~ In the following exchange of messages a teacher, Jane,
receives informationon how to "print the tulorials." This is the message thai was
posted to the group with her request.
Date: Sat, 3 D ec 1994 19:50:3 6 -0330 (NST)
From: Jane Dough <jedough@calvin.stemnet.nf .ca>
To: Edi th l ynch <elynch@calv in.stemnel.nf.ca>
cc el-queslion 2@calvin.stemnet.nf.ca
edith
i think thefirst part of all this should have been to downloadthe fileyou sendto
usand put it in word perfector so wecan print it inorder towork from R hard
copy. canyou help me doeither ofthes e.
regards jane
6J
A day later, the researcher pr ovided Jane with twoways to print the fil es
Date : Sun, 4 Dec 19 94 14: 19:26 -0330 (NST )
From: Edith l ynch <elynch@calvin.stemnet. nf.ca>
To: Jane Dough <jedough@calvin.stemnet.n f.ca>
cc: el-ques tion2@calvin.stem net.nf .ca
Subject:Re: Part1 - Tutorial 2· Downloading
Dear Jane,
There are two ways you ca n print th e files I have sent you:
1. The eastest way is le simply print lherds fr om PIN E if you have a pnnter
attached to your computer. To do this type " y" while you are reading the
messa ge or when the message is h ighlighted in the Ind ex. A nswer "y" when
asked "print messageusing attached to ansi"- The message willprint.
2 . You can export th e message to your home directory and download the file
fro m there. To export message hig hlight the message in Ind e x or view the
message, type "e" and enter a filename for yo ur message w he n prom pted "(copy
message) to lile in h ome dir ectory.
To download using zmode m type (a t the ca lvin prompt)
szfilename
The messa ge shou ld down load to your comp uter.
Th e comm ands for downloading ca n also be accessed through the calvin men u
once your m essage has been expo rted to yo ur home directory.
To do so at the ma in menu select 6 . Upload lOownload files!
2.Dow nload file and depending on your telecommun ica tions software choose one
of the optio ns . Follow the dir ection s , entering the fil e name o f the exported
message.
I hope this informati on is I le lpful. D o not hesitate to write again if you have any
d ifficu lty.
Ed ith Lynch
There is note from Dale reminding Jane and Edith that lhe files can be
"downloaded" only after "exiting Pine first " (Note the > sign in the message
indicates the original message of Edith to Jane .)
Date : Sun, 4 Dec 1994 14:19:26 ~0330 (NST)
From: Dale Fraser <dale@calvin.stemnet.nf.ca:>
To : Edith Lynch <elynch@calvin.stemnel.nf.ca:>
Subject: Re: Part 1 • Tutorial 2 · Downloading
On Sun, 4 Dec 1994, Edith lynch wrote·
:>2. You can export the message to your home directory and download the file
»trorn there. To export message highlight the message in Index or view Ihe
>message, type "e" and enter a filename for your message when prompted
>" (copy message) to file in home directory . To download using zrnodemtype (at
»the calvin prompt)
:> sz filename
> The message shou ld download to your comp uter.
You should mention that to download files, you must exit Pine first! Dale
The following message is an indication that other members of the group also
found helpfullhe lntormeton on the printing of files from Pine.
Date : Thu, 15 Dec 1994 21:37:10 -0330 (NST)
From: "Jane Brown" <jbrown@calvin.stemnetnf.ca>
To : Edith Lynch <elynch@catv in.stemnet.nf .ca>
Subject : Re: Part 1 • Tutorial 2 • Downloading
This is wonderful info regarding saving mail to your home directory or printing
directly from Pine. It was only to-day that a fellow cohort and I were
wondering/pondering how to do this very acti vity.
Man y, many thanks .
~ In this examp le John asks for and rece ives copies of a file he
needs to complete Tutoria l 3
Dale: Mon. 28 Nov 1994 23:50 :08 -0330 (NST)
From: John Dough <jdough@cal vin.stemnel.nt.ca >
To: Edith lynch <elynch@ calvi n,stemnet.nf.ca>
cc, el-ques lion2@calvi n.stemne t.nf.ca
Subject : Re: Acce ssing Educat ional Databases- Part 1, T utorial 1
Fellow Students
I downloaded the calc ulator file to my compute r but my ve rsion of pkunzip will not
unzip it Could someo ne point me in the right direction 10 get a co rrect ver sion or
send me a version . Thcnk·you
Date: Tue. 29 Nov 1994 21:38:14 -0330 (NST)
From: John Dough <jdough@ca lvin.stemnet.nf.ca >
To: Edith l ynch <elynch@calvin,stemnetnf.ca>
cc; el-question2@calv in.stemnet. nf.ca
Subject Re: pkunzip
rve rece ived new versions of pkunzip from some of you and I've been successful
in unzippi ng my math programs .
Thanks very much
~ In this example , Ross reques ts inform a!ion on a program that
was not discussed in the tutorials. Information on this program was obta ined
from the STEM-N et Programmer Consultant and forwar ded to Ross.
Date: Man, 12 Dec 1994 19:13:30 -0330 (NST)
From: Ross Sand <rsand@ca lvin,stem net.nf.ca>
To: Edith l ynch <elynch@calvin.slemnet.nf.ca>
cc el-question2@calvin.stemnet.n f.ca
Subject Mosaic
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I'm seeking some he lp again . I'm trying to use Mosa ic on my computer but I can't
seem 10 initialize my winsock dll. I download win32s and installed that. I retrieved
winsock from the calvin ftp site. but I can't seem to set it up right. Here is the
information I need. I'm anxious to use mosaic.
Ip add ress
Netmask
Nameserver
Defau lt Gateway
Packet Gatewa y
Packe t vector
Domain Suffix
Ross Sand
Date: Mon, 12 Dec 1994 20:42:04 -0330 (NST)
From : Dale Fr aser <dale@ca lv in.slemnet.nf.ca >
To: Edith l ynch <el ynch@carvin.slemnet.nf.ca>
Subject: Re: Mosaic (fwd)
No. Mosaic is not ava ilable on STEM-Net yet. Indivi du a l users can get the
required appl ication softwa re from the Internet and arrange from a com pany in
the US to get the SLI P softwa re but we WlUnot be prov iding any support Withthis .
We are gett ing ou r own copy of this SLIP software and wi ll provi de user's with th e
required manua ls and software in the Spring - then we wm be provid ing support .
Dale
The exa mples discus sed above contain a wide arra y of topics that have
one thing in co mmon . They reflect the ability o f the gro up to provide its me mber s
with technica l and professional suppo rt as they exp lore the features of
STEM-Net. Grou p members shared ideas, asked questions and gave
assistance to feflow teachers and educators.
. 7
Access to technical support
A third issue in the developm ent and implementatio n o f the online unit of
study was the technica l and cu rricula r support provided by the STEM"'Nel
support staff, particul arly the Director and the Programm er Consultant
Both the STEM- Net Directorandthe Programmer Consultant playeda
vital role in the development of the tutorials, constantly providing the researcher
with informationand suggestionsfor improvements. The followingmessageis an
exampleof this input:
Date: Wed. 30 Nov 199407:51:15 -0330(NST)
From : Harvey Weir <hweir@calvin.stemne t.nf.ca>
To: Edith Lynch <elynch@calvin.stemnel.nf.ca>
Subject:Re: Tutorial
Hi Edith.
I'm wondering ifyou need to stress that z-mooem is the preferredmethodof
tra nsfer for ease of use .
Second, I'm wondering if you need to "append" a sessionin whichyou illustrate a
download of the pkunzip software .
Third, perhaps they should be encouraged to set up a special directory ontheir
local machinefor storing these downloaded files. If it is brought down to their root
or some"busy"directory, the downloaded
files mayget lost.
Regards, Harvey
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Group members we re also provided wit h techn ical support thro ughout the
implementa tion of the online unit of study. Questions that we re posed by group
membe rs we re refer red to the STEM..Net Programmer Consu ltant. Th e following
are examples of questions that wer e raised thro ughout the sma ll group activity .
(Note the> sign ind icates the original message of Leo to Edith .)
Dale: Thu, 15 Dec 1994 19:42 :57 -0330 (NST)
From: Edith l ynch <e lynch@calvin .stemn el.nf.ca >
To : Dale Frase r <dafe@calvin.slemnel.nf.ca>
Subject Re: Downloading (fwd)
••---- Forwarded message ----
Date: Thu, 8 Dec 199 4 14:11:54 -0330 (NST)
From: l eo While <Iwhite@calvi n.stemnel.nf.ca>
To : Edith Lynch <elynch@ca lvin.stemnet.nf.ca >
>1was able to dow nload the files 10 my personal computer but I was not able to
sread the ext files beca use they were downloaded to a prog ram called
>"CS HOW'. This program would no t allow me to .... lew the text files because the
>only files that you can view are .GIF files .
>1would like to know how to set up a directory so any files that are down loaded
>will be sent there. 1ha....e no problem creati ng a direct ory on my com puter bu t
>how do 1instruct th e compute r to download the files to that directory.
>
> Thank you,
> Leo Whi te
Tech! 'jeal Djffi culties
A fourtll issue identifi ed by group members was the technical difficulty
somet imes expe rienced in comp let ing the tutorials. For example, one teacher
,'I
reported a possible problemwith her phone line
The tutorial itself was great but I did haveproblemson occasion with the
file transfer (especially binary files). I later tried to save to my directory
and download using "sz" and this worked. However, there were several
interruptions during the download process. I think this was dueto a
problemwith the system or with the phonelines.
Another teacher found a technical problemwhen "downloading" a file through
Lynx to his personalcomputer:
Everything that I tried to download came out as junk. I am using
ProCommPlusfor Windows as my communicationssoftware. 11
automaticallydownloads for me using the z modem. I tried 10download a
couple of GIFs and they ended up in my download file as .hll files . I was
unable to view them because I did not know how to convert themto GIF
format. All other files that I have downloaded, especially GIF files, have
been viewed as they have been downloading. That was not the case with
the ones in the tutorial. I went back again and tried to get some clip art
from the same area. They had hundredsof GIF files listed in Brad's Clip
Art . I tried downloading them directly and then 1tried mailing them to
myself, exporting them to a file and downloading. Ali i got was that it was
an unrecognizable format. I tried to download Ihe help files to read, which
according to the title page, was a WordPertect 5.1/5.2 format. All that I
got wasthe same page that you had already included in your tutorial. AI
least that's what I think I downloaded, because everything that downloads
to my PC has a name Ihat consists of only letters and numbers and tells
you absolutelynothing about the contentof the file. A little frustrating, to
say lhe least.
Tjme and AcceSSConstraints
Another concern raised by group memberswas the difficulty in competinq
some of the activities in the tutorials due to lime and access constraints.
One participant commented on the difficultyof fitting the activity into his
already busy schedule. Another teachers noted thaI he had some difficulty
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completingthe tutorials because he could not alwaysconnect to STEM-Net when
he wanted to:
I have really enjoyed the tutorials, even though we are doing them during
a busy time of the year. Time is at a premium right now and quite oftenwe
can't get online when we want to. A little more time for each tutorial would
have beengreat
Another participant commented on the limitations imposed by the "10 hour
per month lime limit" of STEM-Net:
I work at the Provincial Department of Educationwhere we connect to the
internet via a router ins tead of a modem.!can download a 1 meg file from
stemnet in abaul10 seconds as opposed10about 15 m inutes on a 14.4
modem. Thus. once people start fooling around with ft p their 10 hour l ime
limit will be used up rather quickly in downloading time. Just my $0.02
worth.
One respondent noted that extra online time was needed toconnect to
and fUllyexplore interesting sites'
BUT EXTRA TIME (EV EN MORE THAN THE 5 HOURS ) ARE NEEDED
TO FULLY EXPLORE THE SITESWITHOUT WORRY INGA BOUT THE
TIME ALLOTMENTS.I GET LOST IN THE WORLD OF SITES AND
HATE TO COME OUT. TIMES HAVE TO BE INCREA SED!!
In summary, group members appeared enthusiastic and enjoyed taking
part in the group activity. D.Ha collected through online messages end
evaluations indicated thatdespitesome difficulties, group members benefitted
from the online unit of study. The following comments from group members best
summarize their evaluations of thegroup activity:
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Thanks edith ..the project was well worth itl The instructions were clea r and
accurate and i felt so gcod abou t them that i photocop ied them and have it
in the staff room by the computer and also se veretteacbers are now u sing
them to access the resources of Stern-net. You have done a fine job and
i thank you for the honor of doing them under your guida nce. I hope to
see much more of the same in the near future . Hope we have been of
some help to you too! you deserve it.
I though t th is was a 'very useful activity and would suggest to o thers j ust
learning about the network that they should take part in such an exerci se
Conclusion
Th is chapter has presented a summary of the data co llected during th e
developmen t and evaluation of a small group activ ity . The purpose of the a ct ivity
was to determine the effect of an o nline un it of stud y on tea chers' and educa tors'
understa nding of various educational features of STEM- Net.
T he data presented here would sugges t that the onli ne unit was effect ive
in increasing teachers' and educa to rs' underst anding of the educational fea tures
o f STEM -Net, in particular , File Transfer Protocol , Gopher and the World W ide
Web. Th e dataanalysis also revealed fe atures tha t were essential to the relat ive
s uccess of the group act ivity . The tutcriets, and grou p and technical support
were the basis of a leaming environment t hat enab led group members to expl ore
and discuss the various features of STEM --Net. However, it was also evide nt
th at time and acce ss const raints and technical difficult ies are factors thai can
affect teachers' and educators' un d erstan d ing of the features of STEM~Net.
ChapterVI will present a summary of the studyand a discussionof the
results of the survey quest ionnaire andthe small groupact ivity in terms of the
staled research questions. The chapte r will also presentthe implica tions of the
studyfor future development of ST EM-Net andwi ll offer recommen dations for
future research .
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CHAPTER VI
SUM MARY, DISCUSSION, IMPUCATIONS AND REC OMMENDATIONS
STEM""Net is providingK-12 teachers and educators in Newfoundland and
Labrador with network connectivity and access to a wide rangeof educational
resources throughout th e world. As STEM""Net is being de veloped as a le a rning
resource for K-12 education in Newfoun d land and labrador, it is essentia l to
define and then serve the needs of teachers and educators .
This study was d esigned to determine the educationa l expectations and
experie nces of K·12 teachers and educators in Newfoun dland and labrador as
t hey become users of S TEM-Net. Specifically , it atlempted (0 answer (he
fo llowing questions:
1. What are the perceptions of K- 12 teac hersand educators of va rious
educational computer network activities thatare available on
STEM -Net?
2 . How d oes an online un it of study affect teachers' and ed ucators'
understanding of the educatio nal features of S TEM-Net?
In this chapter , a summary otue s tudy and a discussion of the res ults in
relation to the re search questions are presented. This c hapter win also present
t he implications of the s tudy for the future develo pment o f STEM-Net and will
offer recommen dations for future research.
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Summary of the Study
The study consisted of severa l stages of data collection and analysis. In
the first phase of the study,a survey questionnaire was sent10a random sample
of 200 regularusersof STEM- Net. The questionnaire containeda summaryof
six educationalcomputer networking activities. As well, respondents could
indicate any other activityor featureof computernetworks that they viewed as
effective in meeting their educationalgoals
The respondents were asked: (a) to indicate their relative knowledgeof
the networkactivity; (b) 10indicatetheir relative s~i ll in usingthe network activity;
(e) to rank the network activities in perceived order of importance: (d) to indicate
if theywould like to be partof a groupto learn more about one of the network
activities; and (e) to indicate their present level of participation in STEM- Net
activities. The data from the questionnaire provided the information for the
implementation and development of a smallgroupactivity. The main purpose of
the small group activitywas to assess the impact of an online unit of study on
teachers' and educators'understanding of the educational featuresof STEM- Net.
The basis of the online unit was a series of six tutorials that were sent to the
members of the small group. Through the tutorials members were encouraged to
exploreeducational databases on the Internet through File Transfer Protocol,
Gopher and the WortdWide Web. As well. members wereencouraged to
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exchange ideas with other members of the group, to ask questions and to make
suggestions of how the activ ity could be modified or improved. The members of
the group also completed three evaluation forms consisting of a series of open-
ended questions about the online unit of study
The data from the survey questionnaire , the evaluations of the small group
activity and the online messages of participants were collected and analyzed to
address the major research questions of the study.
Discussion of the Research Questions and Results
~ll.1: What are the perceptions of K·12 teachers and educators of
various educational computer network activities thai are available
on STEM- Net?
Six educational computer networking activities available on STEM-Net
were included in th is study. They were electronic mail, computer conferencing,
file transfer, access to educational databases, bulletin boards and newsgroups.
Electronic mail and access to educational databases were reported as the
two most used featu res of STEM-Net. A large majority of the teachers and
educators surveyed in the study ranked these twoactivities as either having first
or second priority for them in their teaching. Most respondents ranked their
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knowledg e of and skill in using electronic mai l as very good and ranked their
knowledg e of and skill in accessing educa tiona l databases as good .
File transfe r and newsgrou ps were also wide ry used featu res of
STEM- Net, bu l they were ranked by a majo rity o f respondents as having either
third or fourth priority for them in their teachi ng. Most respondents ranked the ir
knowledge of an d skill in using these features as good or very good .
Wh ile fifty one percent of respondents repo rted that they used the bulleti n
board features of STEM- Net, a majority rated this feature as hav ing either fifth or
sixth pr iority for them in their teac hing. Furthe rmo re, teac hers and educators
rc .ked thei r knowledge of and skill in using this fe ature as poo r or very poor.
The least used featu re of ST EM- Net as re ported by partici pants was
computer cce rereocrq. Respondents to the survey ranked their knowledg e of
and skill in using the computer conferencing facilit ies of ST EM-Net as poor or
very poor . Teachers and educa tors ranked this feature as having only fifthor
sixth priority for them in thei r teach ing.
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~ How does an online unit of study affect teachers' and educators'
understanding of the educationa l featu res of STEM-Net?
An analysis of the participants' evaluation of the small group activity and
the online messages of participants indica te that the teac hers ' and educators'
understanding of "accessing educational databases through STEM-Net" was
increased as the re sul t of an online unit of study. Teachers and educators
consiste ntly rated their invo lvement in the online un it of study as a valuable
learning expe rience with a majori ty of participants report ing an increase in the ir
knowle dge and und er stand ing of File Transfer Prot ocol , Go pher and the World
Wide Web.
Qii~
As STE M- Ne t becom es widely acc epted as a va luable educational too l.
teachers' and educat ors' pe rce ptions and und erstan ding of its educational
features will beco me increasingly important issues. Th is present study has
focused on both th ese issu es by dete rmini ng the percep tions of teachers and
oducetors of various educa tiona l features of STEM-Net, and by investigating the
effect of an online unit of study on the ir unders tand ing of these features.
The findi ngs of the study suggest that teache rs an d ed ucators perce ive
the educational fea ture s of STEM-Net to be useful and valuab le to them in the ir
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teaching, The study also revealed factors that may influence teacher s' and
educators' understanding of tne educational features of STEM-Net. Key issues
thai were identified include training mate rials, group and technica l support as well
as technical diffic ulties and lime and access constraints. Finally , the design of
the online unit of study seemed to be critical 10the success of the group activity .
The design of the un it incorporated grollp discussions and interactions, with the
researcher as facilitator. The focus on a specific topic thai add ressed the needs
of the group also contributed 10 the very positive part icipan ts ' assessment of the
effect of Ihe group act ivity.
Whil e this study look place over a relatively short period of time, four
mon ths, it is clearly demonstrated that teach ers and educators are eager to
explore the full potential of STEM-Net in meeting their educa tional goal s.
Furthermore, they are willing to become involved in the design and
implementation of activit ies that can increase their understanding of the
educat ional features of STEM ....Net. One teacher aptly summarized these
findings:
The tutorials address the main issue of STEM-Net users - to do things
rather than to use the mail sys tem only. Once a teacher retrieves
something useful . he will make more and better use of the resource.
Implications
The overall findings of the study would seem to imply that teachers and
educators are aware of the potential of educational comp uter networks to
enhance pro fessional eevelopment and to overcome professional isolation. The
findings of the study also raise the issue of how to encourage teachers and
educators to develop and use activit ies and innovative applicat ions on
ST EM- Net that can best meet their educational needs . The results of this study,
therefore, may suggest the following recommendations for the future
development of STEM" Net.
1. As teachers become more familiar with the potentia l of the technology
of computer network s they need increased support, particularly with
technical training and problems. One way to provide this support could
be through instruct ional units structured around the needs of the
participants and facilitated by a group leader.
2. The educational functions of STEM-Net should be expanded to include
educational softwa re that can increase the efficiency of online
research, particularly in the distribution and recording of survey
questionna ires.
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3 The technology of STEM- Net should be made more accessible to
teachers and ed ucators. Phone lines need to become more widely
availab le. Ideally , every teacher should have access 10 STEM- Net in
their classroom
4 Teache rs and educators are oftent imes no t enti rely familiar with
compute r netw ork technology . STEM-Net should provide its users
with a more"frie ndly" operating environme nt. T he use of colourfu l
icons, graphics. and menu driven systems would make the system
easier to use and less threatening to the novice user.
In summary, the findings of this study suggest some design element s and
supports that may be essent ial if teachers and educators are to fully integrate the
technology of STEM- Net into their professional lives. Furthermore, from the
literature and from this study it becomesapparent that it is essentially the utility of
the network in meeting the educational needsof teachers and educators that will
ultimately determine its success.
Recommendations for Future Research
The focus of this study was to determine the perceptions of teachers and
educators of various educational features of STEM-Net; and, to investigate the
effect of an online unit of study on their understanding of these features. The
results of this study suggest several recommendations for further research.
First, since this study was limited to frequent users of STEM-Net, similar
studies should be conducted to include all teachers and educators who have
STEM- Net accounts. This would provide more information on he-.... teachers and
educators can be trained and supported in using the technology and integrating it
into their professiona l lives .
Second, a similar study that uses a different focus topic for the online unit
of study should be conducted. Such research could address the issue of how
STEM-Net could effectively deliver both credit and non-credit online university
courses or curricu lum workshops .
Third. a further study should be conducted to determine the specific
features of various educational functions of STEM-Net that teachers and
educators find most valuable . For example . a study of electronic mail could
reveat exactly how teachers use this facility of STEM-Net and how it meets their
educational needs
Finally. a research agenda should include further investigation of the
characteristics of learning online. Umversluee and colleges worldwide are
offering course activ ities and program s online . Data fro m descri pt ions of these
activ ities and from this study indicate there are benefits from onl ine education.
Online instruction may be an effect ive way to increase teache rs' and educa tors'
understanding ot me educational featuresof computer networks. However,
furthe r research is needed to identify variabl es that may be important in the
design and effective use of this new learning environme nt.
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Questionnaire
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From e\ynch@calvin.stemnel.nf.ca
Date: Wed , 5 Oct 1994 13:14:48 -0230 (NOT)
From : Edith Lynch <elynch@calvin.stemnet.nf.ca>
To: el-question@calvin.stemnet.nf.ca
Subject: Questionna ire
I wou ld greatly appreciate your completing the following questionnaire to help me
in a study of STEM -Net that I am doing as a thesis for a Masters of Educatio n
deg ree . The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine which network
activ ities K·12 teache rs view as being valuable in overcoming profess ional
isolation and in promoti ng professional develo pment. As well , the ques tionnaire
wilt be used to provide information in setting up a small group of teachers to learn
more about the activi ties outlined.
To fill out the questionnaire press "r' (reply) and "y" (yes) when asked to
incl ude orig inal message in reply. Type "r."(no) when asked "Reply to all
part icipants? yin." Use the arrow keys to scroll down through the text of the
questionnaire. Then, type your responses in the brackets (( Jor ( »as
indicated. Type CTRL "X" to send your questionnaire.
Wh ile I realize that you have a very busy schedule, I would like for you to
complete and return the questionnaire by Octobe r 19, 1994. I realize as well that
your time on STEM-Net is valuable . Therefore, when you return your completed
questionnaire , an extra hour will be added to your time usage quota for the month
of Oc tober.
Thank you in advance for your lime and cooperation . At your request I will
be happy to forward you the final resul ts and recommendations of this study
Please comp lete the followin g:
1. At which grade leve ls do you presently teach :(
2. How many Mathematics methods courses have you comp leted:( )
3. How many compu ter courses have you comp leted :( )
4. How many training sessions/workshops for STEM - Net have you participated
io:( )
The followi ng is a short descript ion of some of the educational featu res of
compute r networki ng that were frequently rated in the literature as being amo ng
the most effective in overcoming professional isolation and in enhancing
pro fe ssional development of teachers. As we ll, you may indicate any other
activity that yOU view as being effective in meeting these goals .
Elect ronic Mail (Emaii) •• Email is a computer messaging system which allows
users to send messages to individual users or to lists of users. Teachers use
email to consult with co lleagues or other prof essio nals in the district and aroun d
the world The "pine" ulifil y is used by most ST EM-N et users to handle their
individual elec tronic mail
Computer Conferencing . . Computer conrerenclnq is similar in many ways to
normal ccnterencinq. Computer conferences can be public or pnvate. A pnvate
conference is limited to a predefined list of teachers and a coordinator, A pub lic
conference is open to all teachers who wish to exchange experiences. opinion s
and ad vice on any topic of interest. O n STEM"Nel. the "pine" mail utility with a
conference mailing flame can be used for private conferences, and the "lin"
newsqroup utility can be used for public conferences.
File Transter- . File transfer is a function closely related to email. File transfer
aHcr....~ 1,~5 •.hers to "download" and "upload" reports. papers or educat ional
softwr..a~. Tne "kermit" and "z-mocerr r' tools are used by most $ TEM" Nel users
for ttus activity.
Access 10 educational databases _.Networks can provide teachers with acce ss
to educational databases that contain lesson plans and othe r curriculum
materials, Gopher and FTP are two too ls that allow teachers on STEM-Net to
search and retrieve educational informat ion from central stores of files locate d on
the network .
Bullet in Boards . - Bulletin boards allow individua ls to post notes and requests for
general viewing . It is an effective way to rece ive feedback from a large grou p on
a varie ty of educational issues . STEM"Net users can post notices using the
"tin" newsg roup utility . Also . program and group leaders can use the STEM- Net
"gopher" utility to post notices.
Newsgroups •• Newsgroups are public discuss ions on a wide variety of topics .
Teachers may read newsg roups for general interest and information On
STEM- Net, teach ers can use the "an" u til i~ 10 access newsgr oups
Othe r •• (please specify and give a brief desCliption )
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Please put a number from 1 10 5 in each brack et (0 indica te your KNOW LEDGE
of the activity. (A rank of 1 would indicate a very good knowledge of the act iv ity, a
rank of a-coco, a rank of a-poor. a rank of 4--very poor, while a rank of 5
indicates no knowledge of the acti v ity)
Electron ic Mail ( )
Compu ter Conferen cing ( )
File Transfer ( )
Access to educational databases ( )
Bulletin Boards ( )
Newsqroups ( )
Other! ]( )
Please put a number from 1 to 5 in each bracket 10indicate you r LEVE L OF
SKILL in the acti vity. (A rank of 1 would indicat e very good skill in us ing the
activity, a rank of 2--g00d , a rank of 3--poor , a rank of 4--very poor, while a rank
of 5 indica tes no skill in using the activ ity)
Electronic Mail ( )
Computer Conferencing ( )
File Transfer ( )
Access 10educational databases ( )
Bulletin Boards ( )
Newsg roups ( )
Other [ I ( )
If you could act ually undertake these activities in your teach ing which would be
top prior ity for your teaching and what would be the lowest? Please rank these
projects and ac tivities from 1 to 6 (or 1 to 7 if you add you r own activity) 10
indicate your perception of the importance 01these activities for you in your
leach ing . (A rank of 1 indicates that you give the activ ity top prionty for your
teaching , 2--seco nd priority , 3--th ird priority , 4-·fourth prior ity, 5·-fifth pnornv,
while a rank of 6 or 7 indicates last positio n in importance) Please use each
numcer only o nce.
Electronic Mail (Email)
Computer Conferencing
( File Trans fer
() Access to educational databases via Goph er
( ) Bulletin Boards
() Newsg roups
Other [
Wou ld you like to be part of a small group involved in learning more about the
listed network features or activities? ( )
If yes, which of the network activities would you most like to learn about? (
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Please indicate your teve! of participat ion in STEM-Net by putt ing an (Xl next to
the features of STEM-Net that you have used. (Man<all that apply) Are you
presently involved in STEM-Net :
( ) as a STEM-Net lead teacher
( ) as a STEM- Net school board coordinator
( ) in the deve lopmen t of a Gopher
( ) in using electronic mail
( ) in computer confe rencing
( ) in the transfer of files
( ) in accessing educat ional databases
( ) in using bulletin boards
( ) in using the newsgroups
Ihank you,
Edith Lynch
Appe ndix B
Follow up leiters
03
From elynch@calvin.stemnel.nfca Thu Oct 2011 :29:401994
Dale: Thu, 20 Ocl1994 11:29:38 ·0230 (NOT)
From : Edith Lynch <e lynch@calvin.slemnet.nf.ca>
To: el-question2@calv in.slemnel.nf.ca
Subject: Questionnaire
Ear lier this mrmlh I sent you a Questionnaire re lating to a study o f STEM- Net
thai I am doing for my Masters of Education deg ree . The purpos e of the
questionnaire is to determine wh ich network activities educators view as being
valuab le in mee ting th eir needs and objectives.
While the response to the qu estionnaire was good the re we re some problem s
relating to the d istribu tion list. The direc tions fo r answering the question naire
may not have bee n clea r. As a resu lt there was some confusion in retu rning the
quest ionnaires to me.
In the next few days I will forward the Quest ionna ire to you aga in. I would
appreciat e it if you cou ld complete the Questionnaire and retu rn it to me at your
ea rlies t conve nience. You r input is not only important to me in my study but also
in he lping STEM-Net meet its mandate and rea lize its fu ll potential.
To answer the Questionnaire please fo llow these ste ps '
1. Press "r" to reply .
2. When asked "Inc lude orig ina l message in rep ly?" press "y'(yes)
3. NOTE: When asked "Reply to all recipients?" press "n"
The n use the arrow keys to scro ll down through the text of the Questio nnai re an d
type your responses in the brackets ( [ j.o- ( ) ) as ind icated.
Thank you in adva nce for you r time and cooperatio n. I reali ze tha t you have
very busy sche dules and that your tim e on STEM-Net is valuable . Th er efore ,
when you return your comp leted ques t ionnai re , an ext ra hour wi ll be added to
you r usage quota for the mo nth of Oct ober.
You r coop eration and patie nce is very much appr ec iated.
Yours Sincerely ,
Edith l ynch
From elynch@ca lvin.stemne t.nf.caWed Nov 913:49:101 99 4
Date: Wed, 9 Nov 1994 13:49:09 -0330 (NST)
From: Edith lynch <elynch@calvin.stemne\.nf.ca>
To: el·qucstion 2@calvin,stemnet.nf.ca
cc: Harvey We ir <hweir@ca lvin.stemnel.nf.ca>
Subject: Followup to Questionnaire
Dear Educators,
First, let me thank you for your cooperation and support in completing and
returning the questionnaire . Your responses will provide valuab le information not
only for me in completing my thesis but also in determining the direction of
STEM- Net to best meet our educational goals .
On your quest ionnaire you indicated that you would like 10 be part of a group to
learn more about the listed network features or activities . I will be organizing this
group very soon. From the results of the questionnaire , the topic that will be
explored is "Accessing educationa l databases ."
If you would like to be part of the group 10 learn more abou t educationa l
databases could you please reply 10me by Wednesda y, Novembe r 16. The
group activity should last fo r several weeks. Again, because your lime on
STEM-Net is valuable, an extra 5 hours will be added to your November quota
when you "signup" to be a member of the group.
I hope to hear from you soon
Thanks you,
Edilh l ynch
' Please Note: W her, answering this message be ver"I careful 10answer *NO·
when asked to reply to all recipients.
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From elynch@ca lvin.stemnel.nf.ca Sal Nov 19 13:02:18 1994
Da te: Sat, 19 Nov 1994 13:02:17 -0330 (NST)
From: Ed ith Lynch <elynch @calvin.stemnet.nf ca >
To: el-ques tion2@cal vin .stemnet. nf.ca
Subjec t: Gro up Ac tivit y
Dear Educators.
Thank you once again for your coope ration and support in agre eing to
become members of a gro up to explore the topic of "Acce ssing educationa l
dat abases."
STEM-Net provides educators with acce ss to database s that contain large
amounts of info rma tion incl uding softwa re and instruct ional materials. To facilitate
acces s to this information there are a var iety of network "tools" that can be used.
In this group activit y, we wi ll explore and discuss three of thes e tools that are
available on STEM- Net.
They includ e"
01 FTP
(ii) GOPHER
(iii)WWW
Over the next few weeks I will give you some basic commands and
information that w ill help you use the tools of the netwo rk more effectively. We' ll
talk about the part icular too ls and discover ways they can be best used in
achie ving our educational goals
Before we start our discuss ion. I wou ld like for you to evaluate the
followi ng tentati ve sched ule and outline of each sect ion .
WEEK 1: Wed , Nov 23 to Tues. Nov 29
FTP
(i) What is FTP?
(ii) How to access FTP
(iii) Ho w 10use FTP
(iv) File Comp ress ion
(v) Arch ie
WEEK 2: W ed. Nov 30 to Tues. Dec 6
GOPHER
(i) What is GOPHER?
(H) Basic Gopher commands
(iii) Bookmarks and Book lists
(iv) Veronica
WEEK 3: Wed, Dec 7 to Tues. Dec 13
www
(i) What is VVVWV?
(il) WEB searches
WE EK 4: Wed. Dec 14 to Tues. Dec 19
Conclusion and Evaluation
I fully realize that you have very busy schedules , but to ensure the success
of the activit y, it will be importa nt to partic ipate regularly in reading the mater ial
and comment ing on the topics. Also , as noted earlier, an extra five hours will be
added to your time usage quota for the months of November and December to
allow for your full participation in the group.
I greatly appreciate yOur cooperation and participat ion in this activity I
look forwar d to a very rewarding learning experience .
Thank you,
Edith Lynch
Appendix C
Tutorials
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Dear Educators,
Networks are characterized by increased access to electronic resources includmq
databases of educational materials. The vast amounts of information available in the
databases can expand the learning environment of students and the professional
development of educators.
Howe ver. as Harris (1993) noted, finding information on the network is like getting a
drink from a lire hose. \Nhile computer networks make the information of the world readily
avail able, we need the skills necessary to lap the many information sources accessible
through educational networks .
The following series of tuto rials Wil; present some of the "tools" that are available on
STEM-Net to help us access the store of materials available from a wide variety 01
educational databases.
I would like to thank you for your cont inued cooperation and support. I encourage you
to feel free to contribute your ideas and comments on the activit ies outlined in the tutorials
as well as your suggestions of how this activity can best meet your educational goals.
Thank you,
Edith Lynch
ACCESSING EDUCATIONAL DATABAS ES
Tab le of Conte nts
PART 1: File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
PART 2: GOP HER
PART 3: Wor ld Wide Web (WIWY)
PART 1: File Transfe r Protocol (FTP)
Part 1 discusses a tool called "FTP" that is used 10access remote computers and
retrieve liles. " ext files, computer programs, and graphics ere just a few of the types
of files available through ftp. This section is div ided into 3 tutorials :
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Tutonalt : Transferring files from 3 remote computer to calvin
Tutona t 2 Downloading files 10 your compu ter at home/school
Tutorial 3" File searching
PART 1: File Transfer Protoco l (FTP)
Tulo rial l : Trans ferring files from a remote computer to cal vin
In this tutorial we are going to look at the basic steps in access ing an ftp site and
bringing files back to your account on STEM-Net. I will fir st briefly explain the
procedu re and some of the more commonly used comma nds and then (;'J through
a sample FTP session that will illustrate how these com mands are used .
W HAT IS FTP ?
File Transfer Protocol (ftp) is a program that allows you to go to another computer ,
find files that you want and bring them back to your own account on calvin
(STEM- Net).
Many ftp sile s store a wealth of val uable educa tional materia ls such as cu rricu lum
guides, instructional materials an d educa tion al softw are.
HOW TO ACCES S FTP
FTP can be acce sed on STEM- Net either through the calvin prompt or the calvin
menu. In either case you must know the address of the remote computer. For most
ftp sessions type "anonymous" or "flp" when prompted for name, and your " full ema il
addre ss" for password (wh ich wi ll not be displayed).
\(\0
HOW TO USE FTP
a. Find the flies
Once you are logged in to the ftp site there are several commands you can use to
look around 10find out what files are available at the site, Use "Is -I" or "dir" 10list
the files that are in a directory. Use "co" to change the directory Use "cdup" or "cd
.." 10 move to the directory that is one level up.
b. Set the transfer mode
Files may be transferred in two modes·-ASClI and binary. ASCII ( or text files)
usually have the extension txt, whereas binary files have extensio ns such as .ter.
Zip, ,Z etc. It is important when transferring binary files to set the transfer mode
To do this, type "binary" at the ftp prompt.
c. Get the files you want
To transfer a file from the ftp site to your calvin account use the "get" command. If
you wish 10transfer more Ihan one file you can use Ihe "m~F! t" command
'Note : Keep in mind that by typing "help" you can see a list of all ihe acceptable commands
for an ftpsite.
·EXAMPLE OF AN FTP SESSION"
To illustrate how all the commands work I have included a sample ftp session In
Ihis case, I "ftp'd" 10 a mathema tics archive and retrieved a program called
"ucaIc24.zip" as well the files "ucalc24.abslrad" and "ucalc24.readme" which contain
documen tation about the program.
NOTE:ANY COMMENTS ABOUT THE SESSION ARE INCLUDED IN BRACKETS!)
The address of the site is "archives.math.uts.edu" a mathematics archive located at
the University of Tennessee in Knoxville, USA and the flies I want are located in the
subdirectory
scftwarermsdoszcelculusrucalcza
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There are "two" ways to access FTP sites on STEM-Net
1. From the calv in men u. To access the menu type "menu" at the calv in prompt.
Choose item7- "lntemet File Searches(Archie)and Transfers (FTP)..." and then
item2- "Trafl5rerlile from anothercomputer (using FTP)." You will be asked for the
name of the site and here you type the address of the site (e.g.
"arctnvo.mamutk.eou," "anonymous" for nameand fullemailaddress for password)
2. From the calvin prompt. Type "ftp" and the address of the site at the calvin
prompt, "anonymous" for nameand full email address for password
calv in> rtp arctnves.meth.utk.edu)
(Once you are connected tne session will procee d as follows :)
Connected to archives.math.utk.edu.
220 archives FTP server (Version wu-2.4(2) Wed Apr 27 12:15:05 EDT 1994) ready
Name (arct nves.math.utk.eou.elyncb): anonymous
331 Ouesttoqln ck. send your completee-mail address as password.
Password:
(Once I am logged in "anonymously" I am given the followii,g
informationabout the site)
230-~ " ~ . ... ~ . ~ ~ .. . ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~. ~ ~ . ~~ ~ ~
230- Welcome to the Mathematics Archives!
230-
230-You are user #3 in your class and the local time is
230-Mon Nov 709:3 1:4319 94.
230-
230-The Mathematics Archives can also be reached by gopher
230-andWNW using the same address, For help, comments,
230-su9gestions, etc. write
230- help@archives.math.utk.edu230··· ····· ······ ··· ·· .
230-
230-Please read the file README-accessing-8rchives.lxt
230- it was last modified on Sat Jul 23 09:17:10 1994 - 107 230· days ago
23().Pleaseread the file README-intro.txt
23Q. it was las! modified on M?oSep 20 15:13:03 1993 - 413 230· days ago
23().Please read the file README-uploading.txt
23(). it waslast modifiedon Fri Sep 23 19:35:14 1994 - 45 230- days ago
230 Guest login ok, access restrictions apply
(I use the command "cd " to change to the directory where the file is jocateo)
ftp> cd softwarelmsdoslcalculuslucalc24
250 CWOcommand successful.
(I use the command "Is -I" to find out more information about the directory and the files
it contains. Please note Ihal drwxrwxr-x indicates that .cap is a directory while ·rw-r-·r-
indicates a file. Also note the size of each file is given: e.q, ucalczazip has 87082 bytes )
ftp>Is·1
200 PORT command successful
150 Opening ASCII modedata conrecncofor Ib inlls.
total 137
drwxrwxr-x 2 509
·rw·r-r- 1 125
·rw....-r- 1 125
-rw·r-r- 1 125
512 Aug 31 19:01 .cap
1327 AuJ3119 :00ucaIc24.abstrad
49103 Aug 31 19:00 ucalc24.readme
87082 Aug 31 19:00 ucalc24.zip
226 Transfer complete.
53 bytes received in 0.02 seconds (2.6 Kbytesls)
(To set file transfer mode I type "binary")
ftp> binary
200 Typeset to I
To retrieve the files 1need 1use the "get" command follO'Ned by the name of each file
OR
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J co uld have used the "mqet" command with the name of the three files that I wa nted
t.e. rnqet ucalc2 4.abstrad ucalc24.readme ucalcze.zlp
OR
the "mqet" comman d with wildcards to get the three files
l.e . mge! u-..
(I type "gel uca lc24.absl ract" to trans fer the file back to my calvi n acco unt. The ftp site lets
me know when it has been transfer red)
ftp> get uca tc24.abs lract
200 PORT co mmand successful.
150 Opening BINAR Y mode data con nection for ucalcza.abetrac t (1327 bytes).
226 Transfer comple te.
1327 bytes received in 2.9 seconds (0.44 Kbytesl s)
(I type "get ucalc za .reedme '' to trans fer the next f ile . Again the ftp stte tells me when the
file has been treneterreo.)
ttp> gel ucal c24.read me
200 PORT co mmand successful.
150 Opening BINARY mode data co nnec tion for uca lc24.readme (49103 bytec) .
226 Transfe r com plete.
4910 3 bytes received in 18 seco nds (2.6 Kbytesl s)
(To transfer the file "uca lc24.zip" to my calvin account I type "get uca lc24.zip" and again I
am told that the file is trans ferred to my ca lvin account.)
ftp> gel ucalc 24.z ip
200 PORT command succe ssful.
150 Opening BINARY mode data connection for uca lc24 .zip (8708 2 bytes).
226 Transfer complete .
87082 bytes received in 25 seconds (3.4 Kbytesl s)
(To end the session I type "quit")
ftp>qui t
221 Goodbye.
(After I exit the ftp site I note that the files I retrieved from the ftp site are located in my
calvin directory)
calvin> Is -I
lotal1 80
drwxr-xr-x
orwxr-xr-x
- sw-r-r-:
-rw-r--r--
-rw-r--r·-
2 elynch 15
2 elynch 15
1 elynch 15
1 ely nch 15
1 elynch
512 Feb 23 1994 Mail
512 Dec 13 1993 News
1203 Nov 231 6:24 ucalc24.abst ract
9103 Nov 23 16:27 ucalc24.readme
61582 Nov 23 16:27 ucalc24 .zip
( *NOTE: I can view the contents of the text files "ucalc24.abstract" and "ucalc24 .readme"
while I am still on calv in wi th the "more" command. For example, to view the contents of
"ucalc24.abstraet" I type "more" followed by the filename).
calvin> more ucal c24.abstract
(The following is the text of the file "ucalc24.abstract")
ULTIMATE CALCUlATOR 2.4
Copyright (C) 1992 by Dan iel Cornier
corbie r@delphi.com
Ucalc is a high precision scientifi c calculator which can evaluate expressions, solve
equations, perform numerical integrations, and do summations. It supports many built-in
functions, operators, numerical notations , and modes. It also allows for user-defined
function s and variables. Graphs in cartesian and polar coordin ates and will graph
parametric curves and data files. There are two ways of runn ing the Ultimate Calcula tor:
either at the DOS command line as UCALC 5+4*8/2 [enter] or in an interactive
environment...
ucalc24.abstract: END
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SUMMARY
In this tutoria l we have gone through the procedure involved in transferring a file
from a remote ftp site to a calvin account. The basic steps can be summarized as
follows:
1. Access the ftp site at the calvin prompt with the "ftp" command followed by the
address of the ftp site , or th rough the calvin menu (Item #7)
2. C nee you are connected identify yourself to the ftp site ("anonymou s" or "ftp")
3. Give you r ca lvin add ress as your password.
4. Look around the directories for the files you want.
5 . Set the transfer mode (ASCII or binary)
6. Get the file or files you want.
7. Quit
As noted, text files can be viewe d and read at the calvin promp t. Ho wever, binary
files such as ucaicza.np are compressed files and cannot be viewed online. Th ey
must be "downloaded" and "unzipped" on a persona l computer before they ca n be
used . T he next tutorial wilt give you inst ructions on how to do this . For now you
might like to try the following activity .
SUGGESTED ACTIVITY
The following is a short list 01sites and directories that contain educa tion al ma teria ls
such as software and descriptions of educationa l te lecomputing projects. FTP to
some of them following the direct ion s given in the tutorial. If you wish share some
of your experiences with the gro up noting any inte resti ng "finds" or "problems" that
you notice.
NOT E: W hile I have recen tly "v isited" these ftp sites ther e is no guara ntee they are sti ll
available . FTP sites hav e bee n known to disa ppea r ove mightrl !l
1(1t.
*FTP sites"
'H os mame : oak.oakland.edu
Tl1is site contai ns a wide variety of educati onal materials for all subject areas
'H ostoame: tcet.unt.edu
To find descriptions of teleco mputing projects look in su bdirectory path
publtel ecompu ting-info/ed-infus ions
'Hosmame : arcnlvee.rnath.utk.edu
This site conta ins a wide variety of software and teachi ng ideas for mathemat ics
l ook in subd irectory path
softwarc::lmsdos
"Hostname: wua rchive .wustl.edu
This site contains an extensi ve collection of educational materials.
"Hoetname: ericir.syr.edu
This site conta ins select ed ERIC full-text resources, including ERIC Digests ,
infoguides, helpsheets etc .
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PART 1: File Transfer Protoco l
Tuto rial 2: Downloading files to your computer at home/school
In Tutorial 1 we discussed the procedure involved in transferring files by File
Transfer Protocol (FTP) to our account on STEM-net. Oftentimes. for the
informationin these files to be used they must be transferred from ourcalvin account
to a personal computer at home or school. Tutorial 2 will discuss the "process"
involvedin "downloading" files to a personal computer and "decoding" them so that
the information they contain is made comprehensible to us.
FILE TYPES
There arebasically twotypes of files accessible through File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
~-. ASCII (text) files and binary files. ASCII or text files, have names that end in
extensions like .txt, .occ. .ascu.or .vox. Text files such as "ucatcza.abetract"can
be viewedonline. Binary files common~1 neve extensions like .gif, .wav, .Z, .exe, or
zip and cannot be viewed online. Furthermore, binary files are often "compressed"
or "encoded"to permit easier storage at archive sites and to allow for more efficient
transfer over the Internet and telephone connections.
DOWNLOADING FILES TO YOUR PERSONAL COMPUTER FROM YOUR CALVIN
ACCOUNT
How a file is downloaded to your personal computer depends upon the type of
telecommunications software you are using and the file transfer methods your
software supports. Common transfer methods ( or protocols) bu ilt into many
telecommunications packages include: text (or ascii),kermit, ymodem. xmodem and
zmodem. The text protocol can only be used for transferring text files. For binary
files, suchas images. sound files,or program application files, some form of binary
transfer must be used.
STEM- Net supports three protocols: zmodem, kermit and text. We will lock at these
in some detail.
' ZMODEM FILE TRANSFERS'
The easierprotocol to use, if your software SUPJXlrtsit, is the zmodem protocol since
it requires no user intervention once it is selected. The file transfers automatically
to your personal computer from your calvin account. As well, your software will
probably give you information on the progress of the fi le transfer.
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File transfers (or downloading) using the zmodem protocol can be initiated on
STEM-Net in two ways:
(il From the calvin prompt. To begin downloadinga filetype "sz" and the name of the
file at the calvin prompt. For example to begin downloading "ucaicze.elp" type
calvin> sz ucalc24.zip
Note that will also work for text files such as 'ucacza.abetract."
(ii) From the calvin menu. Type "menu" at the calvin prompt 10access the calvin
menu. Choose "6. Upload/Download Files..." I Choose 2. "Download files" I Choose
"1. Z-modem for download ." You are then asked for the name of the file you wish
to transfer.
Once the name of the file is entere d the file download snculd start . Once the
trans fer starts a transfer progress screen is usually displayed . Afte r the file has
been transferred, the transfer screen will deappear and you will be returned to the
calvin prompt or the calvin menu.
*KERMIT FILE TRANSFERS*
File transfers ( downloading) using the kermit protocol can be initiated in two ways :
(i) From the calvin prompt. Type "kermit -i -s" followed by the nama of the file. at the
calvin prompt. For example , to begin the transfer of ucalc24.zip type
calvin> kermtt -l -s ucalc24.zip
(ii) From the calvin menu, Type "menu" at the calvi n prompt. Choose "6.
Upload/Download Files" I Choose 1. Kermit Binary Download, Enter the name of the
file you wish to transfe r - e.q . 'ucalcze.zip."
For kermit transfers, you will have to activate the "receive" command in your local
software to complete the transfer . Once the transfer starts, a progress screen is
usually displayed.
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FILE COMPR ESSIO N
As noted earlier, most binary fifes available on the Internet have been encoded or
compressed for easter storage and transport. This means, that after binary files
such as "ucalc24.zip" has been download ed 10your personal computer, they must
be uncompressed or decoded beforeyou can use the information they contain.
Beforea filecan be uncompressed, however, it is necessary to determoe what file
compression methodwas used. While there are many filecomorcewon methods on
the Internet, there are several ways to determine how a particular file was
compressed . Some ftpdirectories contain README files indica ting how the file was
compressed. The extension of the file will usually indica te what compression
methodW,]S used and what softwareyou need to uncompresa the file.
The following table is a list of popular extensions of compressed files and the
software you need to uncompress them. Note that most of the software you need
to uncompress a file is also available by File Transfer Protoco l (FTP).
FILE EXTENSIONS PROGRAM NEEDED COMPUTER
.arc ARC, PKPAK PC
.an ARJ PC
"p PKUNZIP PC
.zoc ZOO PC
.bin MacBinary Mac
.cpt CompactPro Mac
.hqx BinHex 4.0 Mac
.Z compresslu ncompress UNIX
·EXAMPlE - "unzipping ucalc24.zip""
The following example illustrates the procedure invo lved in uncompressing a file.
The file is "ucalc24.zip." The file was downloaded from my STEM-Net account to
my personal computer \,Ising the kermit protocol.
II.
First I dete rmine howthe file was compressed. From the table above. I notice that
the extension of the file · ucalc24.zip" ind icates the file was com pressed by a DOS
prog ram called PKUNZI P. To "unzip" or uncompress the file I use the following
command:
pkunzip uealc24.zip
As a result a number of files are extracted from ucaIc24.zip:
PKUNZIP (R) FASTI Extract Utility Version 2.04g
02·01~93
Copr. 1989·1993 PKW ARE Inc. A ll Rights Reserved
Sharew are Versio n
PKUNZIP Reg. U.S. Pal. and Tm. Off.
• 80386 CPU dete cted .
• XMS version 3.00 detected .
Searching ZIP: C:/FUReCVlUCALC24.ZIP
Inflating: UCALC.EXE
Inflating: PLOTDEM O
Infla ting: GRAPH 1.0 AT
Inflati ng: GRA PH2.0AT
Inflating: VCAl e .DE
Inflating: CONV ERT.DE F
Inflating: FllE_ID.OIZ
Inflating: EXAMPLES.DOC
Inflating: HISTORY.DOC
Inflati ng: QUEST.DOC
Infla ting : VCAle.DOC
Inflating: REGISTER.DOC
After the file "ucalcze.zip" is deco mpressed I now have a DOS progra m t,.at I ca n use in
a high schoo l mathemat ics cla ss
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SUMMA RY
The processof transfe rring a file from a remote FTP site to a person al computer is
a two-step process. Tutoria l 1 discuMed the first step of the process - transferring
fil es from an FTP arch ive to your account space on STEM- Net In Tutorial 2 we
went through the second step of the process - downloading files from your
ST EM- Net accoun t to your person a l computer at hom e Of school
Some of the basic ooin te cover ed in Tu torial 2 can be
summarizedas follows:
1. Downloading can be initia ted on S TEM-N et from either the cal vin pr ompt or the
ca lvin menu .
2. STEM- Net supports file transfers using Z-mode m and kermit protocols,
Z-mod em is the eas ier me thod to use for fi le trans fers since it requ ires no user
in te rvention once it is select ed.
3. Once a file is downloaded additiona l proces sing is often necessary since mos t
files transferred over the Internet ar e compressed or encoded .
4. To wconpress or decode a file req uires add itional softwa re such 35 PKUNZ IP.
A RC etc This softwa re is available at many ftp sites.
· " APPE NDIX· ··
W hile ·down loading" can be interestin g and profitabl ., it also pr esents its share of
pro blems and frustrations. T he ste ps invotved in downloading are depende nt to a
la rge extent on the type of softwa re that we use and the t ransfer protocol s it
supports. Howe ver, there a re some hints and ideas that can make download ing a
li tt le easier an d less troublesom e.
G iv en the amount o f software and tee available on the Inte rn et transferring files
fro m an FT P site to our personal computer is definitely a skill "w orth" acquiring . In
th is appendix I wi ll show how I retrieved and downloaded the file "pkz204g .exe"
wh ich contained the program I need ed to "unzip" the file "ucalcza.zip .'
Th e file I needed wa s availab le at the STEM"'Net ftp site. To "ger ' the file I used File
Tr ansfer Protocof (FTP). At the calvin promp t I typed "ftp" and the name of site. I
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gave "ftp" as my name and my calvin addres s for password. The sess ion 1109900
is as follows . Note that the file I want is loca ted in subdirectory
Ipub/ msdos/compression
Note also that the subdirectory contains addit ional software that you may need to
uncompress files with extensions other tha n .zip.
ftp calvin.stemnet.otca
Connected to calvin.stemnet.ntca.
220 calvin FTP server (OSF/1 Versio n 5.60) ready.
Name (calv in.slemnet.nf.ca :elynch ): ftp
331 Guest login ck. send ident as password .
Password;
230 Guest login ok , access restrictions apply .
Rem ote system type is UNIX.
Using binary mode to transfer fi les.
ftp> cd Ipublmsdos/compression
250 CWO('.()mmand successful.
ftp> ls
200 PORT commandsuccessful.
150 Opening ASCII mode data connection for tile list
(134.153.2.96,1526).
arj241a.exe
Iha213 .exe
pkz2 04g.ex e
comp430d.zip
zoo 210.exe
DO-Index
226 Transfer complete.
ftp>binary
200 Type set to I.
ftp> get pkz204g.exe
200 PORT command success ful.
150 Opening BINARY mode data connection for pk.z.204g.exe
(134 .153.2.96,1555) (202574 bytes ).
226 Transfer complet e.
202 574 bytes received in 0.22 seconds (ge+02 Kbytesls)
ftp>quit
221 Goodbye.
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The fi le is now transferre d to my calvin account
calvin > ls -J
10lal297
drwxr-xr-x 2 elynch 15 512 Feb 23 1994 Mail
drwxr-x r-x 2 erynch 15 512 Dec 13 1993 News
drwx------ 2etynch 15 1024 Nov 29 2 1:41 mail
-IW----- - t etyn ch 15 202574 Nov 30 09:21 pkz204g.exe
Tonittate the do wnload te my personal compute r I lype "sz" foucwe d by the name of the
file I wanllo download .
* HINT * It is a good idea to speci fy a directory o n the hard drive o f your personal
computer where files can be auto matically sent during a download. Th is prevents
"los ing" your file or inadve rtently overwriting existing files. Usually yo u can specify
a receive file for your downloads in your software setup.
calv in> Sl. pkz204g .exe
Once the file begins to transfer I am presented with a progress screen that
indicates lhe data is being transferred between ST EM- Net and my compute r. The
t ime it ta kes 10tra nsfer the file depends upon Ihe " speed" o f your modem. Because
my modem only has a maximum baud rate of 4600 the download took about 15
min utes.
The file "pkz204g .exe" is now on my hard drive in a directory called C:' RECV. The
extension of this file ind icates tha t the fi le is self-ext racting . To ext ract the files it
con tains alll hav e to do is type "pkz204g.exe."
~HINT" To prevent the files conta ined in "pkz204 g.exe" from being "los t" I create d
a directory on the hard d rive calle d C:' PK to store all the extracted files .
PKSFX (R) FAST ! Self ExtractUtility Versio n 2049
02·01 ·93
Copr. 1989-1993 PKWARE Inc. All Rights Re served . Shareware version
PKSFX Reg . U.S. Pal. and Tm. Off .
Searchi ng EXE: CJPKlPKZ204G .EXE
Inflating : READ ME.Du C ·AV
Inflating : SHAREWAR. DOC -AV
Inflating : WHAT'$NEW.204 ·AV
Inflating : V204G.NEW ·AV
Inflating: HINT S.TXT ·AV
Inflating: llCEN SE.DOC ·AV
Inflati ng: ORDER DOC ·AV
Inflat ing: ADDENDUM .DOC ·AV
Inflating : MANUAL.DOC ·AV
Inflating: AUT HVERI.FRM ·AV
Inflating : PKZ1P.EXE -AV
Inflating : PKUN Z1P.EXE ·AV
Inflating : PKZIPFIX.EXE ·AV
Inflat ing : ZIP2EXE.EXE ·AV
Inflating: PKUN ZJR.C OM ·AV
Inflating: OMBUDSMN .ASP -AV
Authentic files Verified! # PKW 655
PKWARElnc.
Thank you for using PKWAREI PKWARE Support BSS (414) 354-8670
I can now use the program 10unzip any files with the exte nsion .zip.
CONCLUS ION· Finding it "Arch ieM
If you have had the opportunity to "explore" some ftp sites in the last few days. you
are probably aware of the wealth of informatioo that is free ly available at those sites
But with literally thousands of files obtainable at FTP arch iveswe need to know hOw
to loca te the text , graphic Of software we need . In the next tutorial we wi ll discu s
a use ful searching tool available through STEM - Net called ~Arch ie ." Archie is a
prog ram that a llows us 10 find the location of spec ific files that we need.
Also. as you retrieve a nd download files to your own com puter the re may be some
hints and tips that you feel may be valuable to the "novice" or "expert" alike . I would
encou rage you to con tribute your suggestions or to raise any concems you may
have w ith the group.
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PART 1: File Transfer Protocol
Tutorial 3: Fil a searching
futo rials 1 and 2 discussed the process involved in transferring a file from a remote
FTP site to your personal computer at home or school . If you have had the chance
to "visit" some ftp sites you are undoubtedly aware of the wealt h of informa tion thai
is available. However. finding the files we need is not aiways a simple task . In
Tutorial 3 we will discuss a valuable searching too l ca lled "A rchie" that can help us
loca te the information weneed. In this tutorial I will summarize some of the featu res
of Archie and describe two sample Archie searches : one from the calv in menu and
Ihe other from the calvin prompt.
WHAT IS ARCH IE?
Archie is a program that allow s use rs 10 search FT P sites for specific files. The
Ar chie catalog subsystem contains a list of subdirectories and filenames that are
available at appr oximate ly 1200 FTP arch ive sites . There are numerous Archie
servers located on the Intemel including the following:
list Of Archie Servers
Internet Address
arcbte.au
arctne.umvie.ac.at
arctue.uqam.ca
archie .cs .mcgill.ca
archie .funet.fi
arch ie,univ-rennes 1.fr
archie.th-darmstedt.de
archie.uruput
arch ie.wide.ad.jp
archie.switch.ch
arcb'e.coc.lc.ac.uk
arctne.untecu
archie.intemtc.net
archte.rutqers .edu
archie .sura.net
Locat ion
A ustra lia
Aus tria
Cana da (French)
Canada
Fin land
France
Ge rmany
Italy
Japan
Switzerland
United Kingdo m
USA (NE)
USA (NJ)
USA (NY)
USA (MD)
II.
HOW TO SEARCH ARCHIE
Archie allowsus 10seercn for files at FTP sitesas long as we knD'Nthe name of the
file or part of the desired filename. There are a variety of ways to( Arch ie to search
for files. but the most common are "exact" or "sub~ searches . In an "exact" search ,
Archie looks b files that match exactly the filename we specify. A "sub" search
matches any substring in the filename. A ~SUbM search allows us to search
databa ses jus t by giving the arch ie serve r a keyword to look for.
·EXAMP LES OF ARC HIE SEARCHES'
In the following searches I have used "Arc hie" to locat e twoprogra ms that can be
useful in a mathematics clas s. They were'ucatcza.zip," a graphing prog ram and
"frac tint.z ip," a program 10 illustrate fractals .
The search for "ucalc24.Zip" illustrates how an Archie search is done using the calvin
menu. The search for "rractlnt.zip" illustrates accessing an archie server from the
calvi n prompt.
Note. thou gh, in doing any Arch ie search you may have to try severe r Archi e sites
before getti ng a connection. Also , you may have to enter se....eral search terms
before your sea rch turns up files that are useful to you.
NOT E: ANY COM MENTS ABOUT THE SESSI ONS AR E INCLUDED IN BRACK ETS ()
Example 1. An Ardliesearch through the calvin menu (To access the calvin menu
type "mene" at the calvin promp t. Choose item 7. Internet File Searches (Arch ie)
and Transfers (FT P)I and then item 3. Search FTP site (us ing Archi e). The FTP
Search Menu gives a va riety of ways to search for a file:)
FTP Searching Menu
Show Arc hie Sites and Default Server
Substring Search (wi th de fault server)
Exac t Search (with de faul t server)
Substring Search (with user-defined server)
Exact Search (with user-defined server)
User -defined Search
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u Go to Inlem el File Search and Tran sfer Menu
m Go to Main Menu
, Send Feed back to ST EM- Net
( I choose Item 3 Substring Search (with user-de fined server). I was then prompt ed to enter
the l'Litmeof an Arch ie serv er and the search pattern . As weil l was asked to indica te the
name of a file that wou ld contai n the output of the search. This file is automa tically saved
to my home direct ory .}
Select choice and press ENTER: 3
Name of server : arch ie.rutgers .edu
Substring search patt ern ; uca lc24 .zip
Outpu t file : find
[1) 2863 9
(Ta view the results of the search in the file "find" select Item m ~ ·Go to Main Menul Select
Ilem 5 File/Direct ory Maintenancel Select 3 View a FUel
Enter the name "find ." The file "find" contains the name of an FTP ete and the subdirectory
where the file ucaIc24 .zip" is located. I can nowuse File Transfer Protocol (FTP)to re trieve
lhisfile.)
Name of file to view : find
Host freebsd.cd rom .com
location: /.2/S imTellmsdoslcalcu lat
FIL E -r-r- r- 87 082 Aug 22 03 :23
ucalc24.zip
Loca tion : 1.31garbolpclmath
FILE -r-e- r-. 67346 Aug 15 16:40
uca lc24 .zip
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t£xample 2. An Archie se arch from the ca lv in prompt (To co nnect to an arch ie serve r from
the ca lvin prom pt I used the "telnef' command followed by the address of an archie serve r.
I used "archie" for login)
ca lv in> telne t arcn ie.su ra.net
Trying 128.167.254.195...
Co nnect ed to yog ·sothoth .sura.net.
Escapecharacter is '''f.
SunOS UNIX (yog- sothoth ,$ura.net)
log in: archie
(After I logged in to the arch ie server I was g iven some informa tion about the server . Note
that the search type is set at "sub." NOTE; If you wish 10change the search type to
"exact" use the command "set se arch exact .")
La st log in: Moo Nov 14 12:13:44 from com p .uark .ed u
SunOS Release 4.1.3 (NYARLATHOl E?) #3: Thu Apr 22
15:26:21 EDT 1993
W elcom e to Archiel
Version 3.2.2
SU RAnet is pleased to announce the release of archie wi th a new\fersionof
archie software. The catalogs have been rebuilt. but we are still under
construction . We have appro ximate ly 50% of the anonymous FTP servers
indexed , ancl we are working on ge tting the res t irn..orporated , but th is wi ll
take a few day s.
If you need help with the inter acti ve cl ient type 'help' at the 'a rchie>' pr ompt.
If you have nn y que stions , please read help » F IRST<c. then if your question
was notanswered sende-ma il to 'arch ie-a dmin@sura,nef arch ie· admin ,
(October 19, 1994)
# Bunyip tnto rma ' fon Systems, 1993, 1994
# Terminer type S1~t to 'vt 100 24 80 ',
# ' erase' character is ' ''1',
# "search' (type string ) has the va lue 'sub',
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(To perform the search I used the "prag" command followed by keyword 'fractint")
archie> prog fractm t
# Search type: sub.
# Your queue position: 2
# Estimatedtime for completion- 5 seconds.
working...
(After the searchis completed, information is displayed indicating names of FTP sites and
thesubdirectories where the file "fradint.zip" is located as well as the location of other files
thai contain information abou t rractale.)
Host cs.dal.ca (129.173.4.5)
last updated 10:56 14 Oct 1994
l ocation: Icomp.archivesJalt.fractals
FilE -r-r-r-. 742 bytes 19:00 9 Ju 11992
vet-anotner-xftactint-release
Host faui43 .informatik.uni-erlangen.de
Last updated 06;18 17 Oct 1994
(131.188.31 .3)
Location: ImountsJepixlpublicJpub/atarifgraphicsJfractals
FILE -rw·f·· f-- 206963 bytes 18:00 21 Jun 1992
fractint.arc
Host lraunt.ira.uka.oe (129.13.10.90)
Last updated 02:44 23 Oct 1994
Location: Ipub/x11
FILE -fW-r--r·· 1290934 bytes 18:0026 May 1992
xfractint-1.00.tar.Z
Host sfopoke.mib.semi.nams.com
Last updated 21:43 17 Oct 1994
Location: Ipublpdgraphics
FILE ·fW·r-r- 71424 bytes 20:0023 Dec 1990
fractint.zip
(132.158.82.36)
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(NOTE: If you want 10save the results of an Archie search, email them to your STEM-Net
account using the "mail" command followed by your full email address )
archie> mai l elynch@calv in .stemnet.nf.ca
(To exit, I typed quit)
archie> Quit
# Bye.
Connection closed by foreign host.
You have new mail.
( To review the results of the Archie search I can read the message in Pine)
calvin> pine
( From the search results I now know the location of an FT P site and the subaireclory
where the file "fractint. Z:~" is located. I can now use File Transfer Protocol (FTP) 10retrieve
the file.)
SUMMARY
Tutorial 3 discussed a file searching program called "Archie." Archie is a program
that can search and locate files from lists of fi lenames found at over 1200 FTP sites
worldwide . For educators an Archie search is an efficien t way to loca te information,
graphics , or software that is invaluable for professiona l and student development.
Some of the basic points cover ed in this tutorial can be summarized as follows :
1. There are twoways to access Archie on STEM- Net:
(i) Th rough the calv in menu
(ii) Through a direct telnet connection from the calvin prompt
2. A search can be either "exact" or "sub." Since a "sub" search matches any
keyword it is probably the most useful type of search .
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3. In a ten et connection loginas "archie." Type "help" at the prompt anytime to get
a list of commands that are available. To save the results of a search use the "mail"
command.
4. Archie tells you the location of the file To retrieve the file use File Transfer
Protocol (FTP).
CONCLUS ION
Part 1 of Accessing Educational Databases- File Transfer Prctocot- examined the
procedure involved in accessing ftp sites that are extensive databases of
educational materials. Tutorials 1 and 2 featured the transfer of files from a remote
ftp site to a personal computer at home or school. Tutorial 3 presented "Archie," a
program that allows us to find the location of files at ftp sites.
Harris ( The Computing Teacher, February 1993, 33-35) called File Transfer
Protocol (FTP) Archives "electronic treasure troves" and the searching of them
"electronicprospecting." All thai is required to discover the "internet jewels" is a little
pat ience and practice. In the next few days I would like for you to use the skills
introduced in the tutorials to locate some "treasure" of your own.
PART 2: GOPHER
Part 2 discusses a powerful infonnation retrieval system called "Gopher." Gopher
is a menu based "tool" available to STEM-Net users that provides easy access to
educational databases located anywhereon the Internet This section is divided into
2 tutorials :
Tutorial 4: Gopher commands, Bookmarks and Bookle ts
Tutorial 5: Searching Gopherspace (Veronica)
PART 2: GOPHER
Tutorial 4: Gopher commands, Bookmarks and Booklists
This tutorial wittbriefly describe what Gopher is, outline the basic steps in accessing
Gopher and illustrate some useful commands and features of Gopher. As well, the
tutorial will discuss "Bookmarks: ' a way of creating a personalized Gopher menu.
WHAT IS GOPHER
Gopher is a program that allows users to search, display and retrieve information at
many Internet sites without having to know the addresses or locations. Gopher uses
a menu based system to organize Internet resources including text files, educational
software, FTP sites and other Gophers.
Gopher was developed at the University of Minnesota (home to the sports team
"Golden Gophers") where it was originally used to distribute campus information.
Today Gopher is usee to "go-fer" information at hundreds of sites across the
internet.
HOW TO ACCESSGOPHER
STEM-Net users can access Gopher either through the calvin menu or the calvin
prompt:
(1)From the calvin menu. Type "menu" at the calv in prompt. Select Item 2.
Internet Gopher..
(ii) From the calvinprompt. Type "gopher" at the calvin prompt.
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The firstmenudisplayed will be the Home Gopher Serve r for STEM- Net. It w ilt be
similar to the follow ing:
Home Gopher server; caivm.et emnet.nt.ca
--> 1. STEM-Net and miscellaneous messages and info rmat ion!
2. Organizations - messages and informationl
3. NlTA Special Interest CouncilsJ
4. K·12 Curriculum and Teachingl
5. Cross-eurriculum areas!
6. Post-seco ndary and Professional Developmen t!
7. School Visits and On-lin e Expertsl
e. STEM -Net Help and Training'
9 On-line documents and resourcesJ
10. Othe r gophers and the Internet!
MOVING AROUND A GOPHER MENU
Moving around a gopher menu is not difficult. Use the "up/down arrow" keys to
move to a menu item. Press"enter" or type thenumberof the item you wish 10view
10 select an item. "Left arrow" key or "u" exits the menu and returns you to the
previous level. For more information on these commands or a full list of avai lable
commands in any menu type "7."
Menu items that appear in any gop her menu have codes thai identify what kind of
informa tion the item contains. These codes inc lude:
I
<1>
<tel>
<PC Bin>
text document
displays another menu
in itiates a search
tnitta tec a telnet session
binary file
RETRIEVAL OF FILES
Text files
Gopher can display and retrieve any text files that you find in a menu or submenu.
In the following example I have selected Item 1 (STEM- Net and miscellaneous
messages and information) from the menu for the Home Gopher server for
STEM-NeV From that menu I selected Item 1. STEM- Net messages and
informationl From that menu I selected a text file -- "Acceptable Use Policy."
Internet Gopher Information Client v2.0.15
STEM- Net messages and information
1. A ust of Changes
2. A Warm Welcome to Registered STEM-Net Users
3. Acceptable Use Policy
4. An Initial Schedule
5. Disk Quotas
6. Local Telephone Numbers
7. Mission Statement and Goals
8. Monthly Usage Quotas
9. Passwords Must Not B8 Shared
To view the file in Item 3 I press "enter." The following text appears on the screen
Acceptable Use Policy (4k) 24%
+------------ ---- ------------- -
STEM- Net ACCEPTABL E USE POLICY (Revised September,1994)
STEM-Net is a computer network for active professional K-12 and PUBLIC
post-secondary educators in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador. It
provides network connectiv ity among these educators, access to the Internet. and
specific network services. It seeks to foster intellectualexchange , to create efficient
and productive approaches to collaborative activity, and to support the leaching,
curriculum and professional development activities of these educators
1. All activity on STEM-Net shall be in support of, and consistent with, the
STEM-Net mission and goals. Registered users are encouraged 10 contributeto the
STEM-Net program and to initiate special projects in Is.
+---------------------------
[Help: ?l IExit:uJ [PageDown: Space]
To read the text file on the screen, use the "space bar" to move forward a page; "b"
to move back a page: "u" or "left arrow' to exit from the text file.
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To retrieve a text file there are three options available. You can;
(i) Mail the file to your email account. To do this type "m" while the file is
selected, and enter your email address.
(ii) Save the file to your home directory on STEM-Net. To do this type "s"
while the file is selected. Enter a new filename or accept the default filename.
(iii) Downloadthe file to a personetcomputer. To do this type "D"(Uppercase
D). Choose a download protocol that your telecommunications software
supports. (For more information on Downloading refer to Tutorial 3).
I choose to "save" the file "Acceptable Use Policy." I typed "s" and a
dialogue box appeared containing a filename (see below). Note that J can
accept the filename or edit it.
Acceptable Use Policy (4k) 24%
+------_.._-_.__._-------------.
STEM-Net ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY (Revised September, 1994)
STEM- Net is a computer network. for active professional K-12 and PUBLIC
post-secondaryeducators in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador.
It providesnetworkconnectivityamong these educators, access to the internet, and
specific network services. It seeks to foster intellectual
+-----Acceptable Use Policy - --+
I Save in file: Acceptable-Use-Policy
I (Help: ".J [Cancel: "Gl
+- _ .•_--_._------_._--------
require the formal approval of the STEM-Net Director or his/her delegate.
2.Each STEM- Net user is responsible for the activity whichtranspires
through use of his/her user-permit and assigned STEM-Net resources, and for
security of his/her user-permit. and the proper selection and
+•••••__._---_•••_._._--_._--_••_-
{Help: ?] [Exit: ul IPageDown: Space)
1 ~6
BOOKMARKS AND BOOKUSTS
"Navigating" Gopher involves working througha seriesof menusand submenus
Sometimeswefindaninteresting menu nemfar fromthe top menuthatwewill want
to "visit"again. To help us findthe wayback Gopherallowsus to createand save
"Bookmarks." Gopher"Bookmarks" aremuchliketraditional bookmarksin that they
"mark" exactly wherea gopher item is located. Bookmarks are then kept in a
Booklistthat can bedisplayedlike a regular gopher menu.
There are four basiccommands in Ihe STEM"Net gopher server for making and
savingBookmarks. They inctude:
a .. Add currentitem10 bookmarklist
A ..Add current directory to bookmark list
v ..Viewbookmark list
d .. Delete a bookmark
The followingexample illustrates how to makea Bookmark and how to display a
Booklist. Ina Gophersession I "found"a software archivesat MERIT (Universityof
Michigan) that I wantedto mark. I movedto thearchivebythe following menupath:
Fromthe HomeGopher server at STEM- Net I selected Item10. Other Gophersand
the InterneU3.USGophers/55. US K12 GopherJ6. Softwarelibraries!
The following menu for the Softwarelibraries wasdisplayed'
Intemet Gopher Information Client v2.0.15
Software libraries
- > 1. Software archives at MERIT(University of Michigan)/
2. SUMEX·AIM (Includes Info-Mac: a large collectionof Mac software)1
I selected Item1. Software archives at MERIT (Universityof Michigan)/. Whilethe
item was selected I typed "a". A dialogue box containingthe Bookmarkname
appeared (See below). To accept this Bookmark: andthe default filenameI pressed
"enter."
InternetGopher Information Client v2.0.15
Software libraries
··>1. Software archives at MERIT(Universityof Michigan)1
2. SUMEX-AIM (IncludesInfo-Mac: a large collection of Mac software)/
+-- Software archives at MERIT (University of Michigan)
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[Name for this bookmark:
[Software archives at MERIT (University of Michigan)
{Help: ".J [Cancel: "G]
.---_ _ _-_ --_ __.__ _._---+
To view Ihe "BookmarkMenu" Of Booklist I typed "v." Note that " Software archives
at MERIT (University of Michigan)" has been added 10 my bookJist. Note also Ihat
to accessany item on yourbooklist at any time while in Gopher type "v," select the
item and press "enter." Your list of Bookmarks is your personalized Gopher menu.
lntemet Gopher InformationClient ...,2. 0.15
Bookmarks
1. Search Gopher Directory Titles using U.Texas, Dallas: mathematics . I
2. Gateways 10Other Gopher Servers!
J . M$DOS Archive (Merit Network. USA)I
_A:> 4. Software archives at MERIT (University of Michigan)
SUMMARY
In this tutorial we have discussedGopher and some of the commands that we need
10successfully navigate through "Gopherspace." Some of the basic points in this
tutorial can be summarizedas follows:
1. Gopheris a menu basedInternetapplication that integrates a wide variety
of resources. Gopher provides educators with access to text documents,
educanonat software. telnet sessions. ftp sites etc.
2. Gopher can be accessed on STEM-Net through the calvin menu or the
calvin prompt.
3. Oftentimes, Gopher commands aredisplayed on screen. To receive a full
tist of available commands for any menu type "7."
4. Bookmarksand Booklists allow you to mark.Gopher menus or files so that
you can return to them at anytime without having to go through a series of
menus. Remember type "a" to add a Bookmar1<. and type "v" to view and use
your Booklisl.
I ~R
While mos t Gopher sessions are typicaUyinitiated through the Home Server menu
for STEM-Net, youcan ('l()l'll'leddirectlytoa remote Gopher server. On STEM- Net
you can do this by typing "go phe f' and a site address at me calvin prompt. For
example , to connect directly to the Gopher at archives.math.ulk.edu I would type :
ca lvin> gopher archives.math.utk.edu
Similarly , wh ile it may seem that all the menus we access in a Gopher session are
on STEM-Net, we are in fact moving from one remo te site to anothe r. Sometimes
we may want 10 know where the in formation in a Gopher actually originates This
information can be viewed by typing the -e-(equal sign).
CONCLUSION
Gopher is a helpfu l way 10explore the Internet. Through just one system we can
access and retneve a wide variety of educat ional resource s. Unfortunate ly, we don't
always have the time to "search" through a long series of menus for the specirc
information that we need . In Tutonal s wewill examine a searching 1001called
"veronica." "veronica" is 10 Goph er what ~Arch je~ is 10 FTP but a bil more.
Veronica not only searches for the information you need. but brings it to you as well .
In the meantime. if you would like to ren lly test your Gopher skills , you might be
interested in the "Internet Treasure Hunt." The treasure hunt is a mon thly contest
OI'ganized by Rick Gates. The Hunt files can be found on the CICNe! Gopher . The
address is
gopher .oc.net
Select Item 15. The Internet Hunt
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PART 2: GO PHER
Tutor iet 5: Search ing Gopherspace (Veronica)
Tutcrtal 4 discussed Gopher, an Internet tool that allows users 10 search and retrieve
information from educational databases located anywhere on the lntemet. Tutori al
5 will discuss 'V eronica," a program designed to enable users to locate inform ation
in Gopher without having 10 search a lot of Gopher sites. In this tutoria l, I wi ll outline
some of the features of Veron ica, illustrate a sample Veronica search and present
some ideas for composlnq Veronica queries.
WHAT IS VERON ICA
Veronica, the Very Easy Rodent-Oriented Net-wide Index to Computerized Arch ives,
is an Internet applicat ion which allows use rs to find specific information in Gopher .
Veronica searches an index of titles of Gopher items and returns the search result
as a Gopher menu.
HOW TO ACCESS VERONICA
Veron ica must be accesse d through Gophe r. To access Veronica on ST EM-Net,
first access Gopher either through the calv in menu (type "menu ," select Item 2.
Internet Gopher ..); or, from the ca lvin prompt (type "gopher" at the calvin prompt) .
From th e Home Gopher serve r for STE M- Net Selec t
10. Other gophers and the Internet!
6. Venturing into the Internet!
8. Vero nica : Keyword Search of CW IS Menu Ent ries!
HOW TO SEARCH VERO NICA
The following is the menu that was displayed when I accessed Veroni ca . Please
note that Ihe Veronica menu, like any other Gopher menu, changes from day to day .
So, the Veronica menu you receiv e may look quite different.
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Veron ica : Keyword Search of CWIS Menu Entries
1. How to Compose Vero nica Quer ies - June 23,1994
2. Frequently-Asked Questions (FAa) about Veronica - July 29 , 1994
3 About Veronica: Documents, Software , Index-Control Protocoll
4. Search Gop herSpace by Title word(s) (via SCS Nevada <?>
5 Search GopherSpace by Title .. 'ord{s) (via Univers ity of Pis"!)
6. Search GopherSpace by Tit le word{s) (via SUNET ) <7>
7. Se:·~ tch GopherSpace by Title word(s) (via University of Koeln)
8. Search aconeraoace by Title word(s ) (via UNINETT/U . of Bergen)<?>
9. Find ONLY DIRECTORIES by Title word (s)(via SCS Nevada ) <7>
10. Find ONLY DIRECTOR IES by Title word(s)(via University Pisa)
11. Find ONLY DIRECTORIES by Title word (s)(via SUNET ) <?>
12. Find ONLY DIRECTORIES by Title word (s)(v ia University Koeln
13. Find ONLY DIRECT ORIES by Title word(s)(UNINETT ..Bergen <?>
From the Veronica access menu (shown above) nole that Veronica offers two types
of searches:
(i) Search Gophe rspace by Til le Words
This search will retum all menu items who se litles contain the keyword(s) you
are looking for. The list will consist of text files, doectortes. binary files , telnet
connections etc.
(i i) Find ONLY DIRECTORIES by Title word
This search will return only Gopher directories that contain the keyword( s) .
The Veronica screen also shows a choice of sites Ihat can be searched . Note that
in the above menu Veronica can be searched via SUNET , SCS Nevada . UINETT
etc.
Veronica is a relatively new service on the Intemet and also one that is widely used .
You may find that connect ing to a Veron ica server is not always easy. Depending
on the time of day and the server you choose, you might get messages similar to
getting a "busy signal" on the telephone. If you get messages like "nothing available "
or "Too many connect ions" try another server or wait a few minutes and try again
AlSO, since Veronica sea rches the most popu lar items on gophe r servers , there is
likely to be a great deal of dup lication among the items that are displayed as the
result of a search.
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--EXAMPLE OF A VERONICA SEARCH--
(In the following search I used Veronica to find information for a unit in Mathemat ics
00 Statistics. From the VeronicamPflushown aboveI selected Item 11. Find ONLY
DIRECTORIES by Title word(s) via SUNET. A dialogue box openedand I entered
the keywords "mathematics and stattstlcs.")
Veronica: Keyword Search of CWIS Menu Entries
1. How 10 Compose Veronica Ouenea - June 23,1994
2. Frequently-Asked Questions (FAQ) about Vero nica -
3 About Veronica: Documen ts, Softwa re, Ind ex-Contr ol Protocoll
4 Search GopherSpace by Title word{s) (via SCS Nevada <7>
5. Search GopherSpace by Title word(s) (v ia Univers ity of
+----- ---_ ..-- --_._-_._- - -- -
Find ONLY DIREC TORI ES by Title word(s) (via SUNET) <7>
Words to search for mathematics and statistics
[Cancel "G j [Accept >Enter]
+--_••_- --------_._--_._•••_••••_-
8. Search Goph erS pace by Title word(s) (via UNINETI/U. of Bergen) <?>
9. Find ONLY DIRECTOR IES by Title word(s)(via SCS Nevada) <?>
10. Find O NLY DIRECTORIES by Title word (s) (via University of Pisa)<?>
11. Find O NLY DIRECTORIES by Ti tle wor d(s) (via SUNET)
12.F ind ONLY DIRECT ORIE S byTitle wo rd(s) (via Unive rsity of Koeln.<?>
13.F ind ONLY DIRECTO RIES by Title word(s)(via UNrNET of Bergen <?>
(Afte r some l ime the followin g Gopher menu was displayed , Note that all the
direc torie s in the menu contain the words "mathemat ics and statistics: ')
Find ONLY DIRE CTORIES by Tille w ord(s) (via SUNEn: m athemat ics
and statistics
- > 1. Mathematics and StatisticsJ
2, Stat istics & Mathematicsl
3. SUr-.,' Appl ied Ma~hematics and St atist ics (ftpsite) /
4. MA ST - Mathe matics and Statisti csl
5. MAST ~ Mathema tics and StatisticsJ
6. Mathem atics and Statisticsl
7. =Malhema tics an d Statisttcsw
8. Mathema tics & Slatis ticsJ
9. Mathematics & Sl atisticsJ
10. MATH EMA TICS (Mathematics 640 , Statistics 960)
11. Mathematics, Statist ics and Mode ling BulletinsJ
12. Mathematics , Statistics and Mode:ing Bulletinsl
13. Mathem atics and StatisticsJ
14 . Business Mathematics and Statistics I
15. Mathema tics and Statlstlcs/
16. Mathematics, Stati stics and Simul ation!
17. QA Mathe matics , Computing and Statistics I
18. Mathema tics and StatisticsJ
(I can access any item on this menu the same way I would in any Gopher menu :
Use the "Up/down arTT:NI' keys to move to a menu item. Press "ente r" or type
the numbe r of the item to select an item. "l eft arrow" key or "u" exits the
menu and returns you to the previous level. For more information on these
comman ds or a full list of ava ilable comman ds in any menu type ~? ~
Also, if I wish I can add the results of the search to my Bookli st. To "mark " all the
items in the search at once I can type "AM (uppercase A) .)
I3J
COMPOSING VERONICA QUERIES
Veronicaworks much like any other index search, such as ERIC for example. You
enter a keyword (s) that you are looking for, and Veronica returns a Gopher menu
containing relatedinformation. However, youcancontrol theway a Veronica search
is done by keeping in mind the followingVeronica search features:
1. The aearch is not case sensitive. That is, you win g~t the same results with
"mathematics " as "Mathematics,"
2. You may get better results by using more than one word in your query. In
composing multi-wordqueries note the following:
(i) The and. or and not Boolean operators can be used. For example,
"mathematics and statistics" . - "business or commerce"
(ii) The truncation symbol (*) at the END of a word is a sort of wildcard
search. For example, mathematc" win search for mathematics. mathematica .
mathemati cian . mathematical etc.
(iii) A Veronica server . by default. normally limits a search to the first 200
items which match your keyword(s) . Jf you wish to change the maximum
number of returns you can do so with the "-m" option. For example to request
a searc h of 400 items relating to "mathematics" include "-m400" in your
request (t.e. "mathematics -m400"). For no limit to you r search returns add
'vm" to your request (i.e . "mathematics -m").
SUMMARY
Veronica is a valuable Internet application that helps educators locate resources and
information in educat ional databases worldwide . Ve ronica searches thousands of
Gopher sites and not only finds the information but brings it back to us.
In this tutorial we have explored some of the featu res of Veronica and the basic
commands we can use in Veronica searches . The basic points of the tutoria l can
be summarized as follows :
1. Veronica is an Intemet application that allows STEM-Net users to search
Gopher sites .
2. The result of a Veronica search is a Gophe r menu of topics that match
your search criteria.
3. Ver onica locales resources in Go pher by search ing for keyword (s) that
could be containe d in filenames or directory tit les.
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CONCLUSION
Part 2 of Accessi ng Educational Databases discussed GOPHE R, a menu based
systemthat allowseducators to search and retrieve valuable educational materials
from databases loca ted on the Internet. Tutorial 4 examined the commands and
features of Gopher that permit users to easily navigate through "Gopherspace ."
Tutorial 5 presented Veronica, a program that searches for files in thousands of
Gopher sites and retu rns the results in a Gopher menu
Currently the STEM- Net Gopher is referred 10 as one of the main resources of
STEM- Net (Getting Started on STEM-Net training manual, 1994). Gopher provides
STEM- Net users with access to and an understanding of the scope of the
educationa l reso urces that are available on the Internet. So, "whether you are a
power user or network neophyte this rapidly evolving 1001(Gopher) has much 10
offer" (Lynn Ward, UIUC Newsletter, 6(1)).
IJ5
PART 3: World W ide Web (WIIWfJ
Part 3, World Wide Web (WoJl.I'\N) , is the third part of a three part series on
"Accessing EducationalDatabases." Pari.1 discussedFile Transfer Protocol (FTP),
a program that allows users to go to FTF sites and retrieve files . Part 2 discussed
Gopher, a menu based program, that provides easy access to educational
databases. This sectionwill discuss the World WfdeWeb (WWW), the newest and
fastestgrowing serviceon the Internet. This section will be covered in one tutorial:
Tutorial 6: l ynxand the World Wide Web
PART 3: World Wide Web (WWW)
Tutorial 6: Lynx and the World Wide Web
The World Wide Web (WWN) originated in CERN (the European Laboratory for
Particle Physics) and is intended to provide one access method for all Internet
services. Two of the "tools" currently being deve loped for the 'VWNlIare l ynx and
Mosaic. Mos aic is a graphical interface that not only displays text files, but also
displays images, sounds and even animations. Mosaic should become available 10
ST EM-Net users later this school year. Lynx , which can display and download
images , is already available to STEM ....Net users .
This tutorial will briefly desCfibe the World Wide Web and outline how to use Lynx
to browse the services and informauon available in the STEM-Net home page. As
well , the tutorial will illustra te how to connect to other 'I/WVW servers using a URL
or Uniform Resource Locator .
WHATIS THE WORLDWIDEWEB(INMN)
The World Wide Web is an Internet applicati on based on a technology called
hypertext. Hypertext is defined as text withbuilt in links to other text. To access the
World Wide Web you must run a browser program, such as l ynx. Lynx displays
documents in hypertext markup language (HTMl ) and can access documents from
other sources including Gopher and FTP. As well, lynx can be used to download
binary files including images and software .
1J6
HOW TO ACCESS THE WOR LD WIDE WEB (WVVIN)
Many sites on the Internet create and maintain "home pages." The STEM-Net
home page is a hypertext display with links to many serv ices and information
including the STEM-Net Gophe r and FTP site .
To display the STEM-Net home page and to access V'NIIW, you can
(i) Access the calvin menu (type "menu") and Select 4.Browse the World Wide Web
(WWW)
(ii) At the calvin prompt type "lynx"
The following is what you will most likely see when the STEM- Net home page is
displaye d: NOTE: The pine edito r cannot display bold or highlighted text. I have
used" •• to mark balded text
---_ _. ._ _ .
WELCOME TO STEM-N ET'S WEB SERVER
STEM-Net l ogo
STEM-Net (p1 of 3)
STEM-Net is an educational computer network for professio nal K-12 and public college
educators in Newfoundland and Labrador. If you have some ques tions about STEM-Net,
please read our "Questions and Answers .U This should answer most of your Questions.
If you need assistance , here are the people you should contact :
~ Director - Harvey Weir (hweir)
• Prog ram - Nancy Parsons-Heath "(nancyj"
~ Training - Frank Shapleigh (frank)
• Help - Dale Fraser "(date}"
~ Operations -Lec Harlick (leo)
• New passwords , class projec t accounts, etc. - Deanna Janes (djanes)
Here is a list of usefu l (I hope!) WWWsites organized byvsubject. "
- press space for next page -
Arrow keys:Up and Down to move .Right to follow a link;left to go back.
H)elp O)ptions P)rint G)o M)ain screen Q)uit I=sea rctl D)ownload
: lusr/localfbin/pico
: NONE
: .Iynx_ bookmarks.html
: ByFilename
:elynch@calvin.stemnet.nf.ca
: CASE INSENSITIVE
: ISO Latin 1
: OFF
: ON
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MOVI NG AROUND THE STEM -NET HO ME PAGE
Wh en Lynx displays a HTML page you will notice that some of the text is disp layed
as "bold," while one word or phrase is "highlighted." Th e "bold" text is a link to
ano ther doc ument, while the "highl ighted" text is the currently "selected" link. The
"up/down arrow" keys are used to move from one link to an other. The "right arrow"
key or "e nter" key is used to view a "select ed" link . The "space bar" moves to
another page and the "left arrow' key returnsyou to the previous link. You wi ll also
notice thai the available commands for the screen are displayed at the bottom of the
screen. Type "h"to get more informat ion abou t the commands.
SET TING PERSONAL O PTIONS FO R LYNX
Before you "travel" any further into Lynx, you may wish to set a few options to
configure Lynx for your personaluse . One option you may wish to set is your email
add ress. To access the options menu type "0" The following menu will be
displayed:
Options Menu
E}cIitor
D)ISPLA Y variable
B)ookmark file
F)TP sort criteria
P)ersonat mail address
S)earching type
C)haracter set
V) I keys
e(M)acs keys
K)eypa d as arrows or
Numbered links : Numbe rs act as arrows
U)ser mode : Novice
Se lect first letter of op t ion line , '>' to save, or 'r' to return to Lynx.
Command:
To enter your email add ress type "p" (personal mail address).
You will be presented wit h the following promp t:
"Ptease enter a valid internet mail address : "
En ter your full email address.
Press "enter ." To save the chang es and return to the ST EM-Net home page type
">"
us
NAVIGATING THROUG H THE WORlO WIDE WEB (WWW)
Just as in Gopher the best way to learn about the WINW is to just jump in and
explore . The following example of a typical "browse" through the Web will illustrate
how to move from one link to another , how to display and retrieve text tiles , and how
to down load binary files.
""NOTE: ANY COMMENTS ABOUT THE SESSION ARE INCLUDED IN BRACKETS" "
DISPLAY ING AND READING A TEXT FilE
(While 00 the STEM-Net home page, I moved the down arrow key until the "bold" phrase
"STEM-Net User Oueston s"...was "highlighted ." To activate the link I pressed "enter."
The following text was displayed:
STEM -Net Questio ns and Answers (p1 of 7)
What is STEM-Net?
STEM-Net is being developed as a computer network for K-12 and public college
educators in Newfoundland and Labrador. By assisting lhese educators in meeting their
teaching , curriculum and professional deve lopment needs, STEM-Net aims to support their
ongoing efforts to improve student achievement in this province.
What Type of program and serv ices will STEM-Net provide?
From the beg inning, STEM-Net wi lt provide electronic mail. newsgroups, library and
Internet serv ices. Work will begin immed iately on developing a variety of bulletin board
services and "on-line" conference s, and a range of activities related to lea ching and
curriculum. These activities will be as wide-ranging as the imaginations of the teachers and
resource people involved, and may include dynamic lest item banks, on -line newslette rs,
"A sk an Expert" and class-based networking projects similar to the National Geogra phic
KidsNetand the AT&T Leaming Circles, just to list a few
•• press space for next page-
Arrow keys: Up and Down 10move . Right to follow a link; Left to go back
H)elp O)ptions P)rint G)o M)ain screen Q)uit I=search O)ownload
(Note: To read the text on Ihe screen usa fhe "space bar" or "+" 10move forward a page,
"b" or "." to move back a page, and "left arrow" 10display the previous link .)
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RETRIEVING A TEXT FILE
(The file"STEM- Net User Questions" has over 7 pages of quest ions and answe rs
about STEM-Net. I deci ded to retrieve the file for future reference, While the file
was displayed I typed "p" (prin t). The following menu is disp layed outlining the
options for retriev ing the file:)
l ynx Printing Options
PRINTING OPTI ONS
There are 300 lines. or approx imate ly 7 pages, to print.
You have the following print choices
please select one:
Save 10 a local file
Mail the file to yourse lf
Pri nt to the screen
Loca lly attached prin ter
Commands:Usearrow keys to move, '?' for help, 'q' to quit, -e,' to go back
A rro w keys :Up/Down to move .Right to fonow a link;left to go back
H)elp O)ptions Plrint G)o M)ain scree n Qlui! I=search O)ownload
( I selected "Mail the file to yourse lf' and the prompt "Please enter a va lid internet mail
address:" and my ema il address, as set in the options, is displayed (see menu below»
Lynx Prin t ing Optio ns
PR INTING OPTIONS
Th ere are 300 lines, or approximately 7 pages , to print.
You have the following prin t choices
please select one:
Save to a local file
Ma il the file 10yourself
Prinlto the screen
Locall y attached printe r
Co mmands:Use arrow keys to move , '?' for he lp, 'q' to quit, 'c , ' to go back
Arrow keys :UplDown to move. Righ t to follow a link;Left to go back
H)el p O)ptions P)rint G)o M)ain screen Q)u it J=search D)own load
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PRINTING Please enter a valid internet mail address :
elynch@cal vin.stemnet.nf.ca
(I pressed "enter" to accept and the file "STEM-Net Questions and A nswers " was mailed
to my email account on STEM-Net. I pressed the "len arrow key" and was re turned to the
STEM-Net home page.)
RETRIEVING A BINARYFILE
Just as in Gopher. a binary file cannot be displayed in Lynx. When you "select" a
binary file you will be asked if you w ish to "d" - Djownloac th e file or "c"- C)ancel
In the next exnmple I downloaded a binary image file "B1GPINKG1F" that I found by
the fol~ng "path" - From the STEM -Net home page I move d the arrow keys until
the word"nancy" was highlighted. I activated this link by press ing "enter." From the
next page I choose "graphics" - The n "lma ges"l "Mandelbrol set images." The
following is a list of the files in the "mender' directory:)
mandel (p1 of 4)
All images in this directory are off the net; some subdirectories contain se ries by people
here.
INDEXO F IMAN DEU
• BIGPINK.GIF (754191 bytes)
* H 174985.gif(1 49125 bytes)
* MM_ T hese .jpg images are off the net.
* SECRET.g if (21 7600 bytes)
* Snapshot.gif ( 176075 bytes)
* amoeba These .gif images are by Scott Yos t.
_. press space fo r next pag e -
Amm keys : Up and Down to move. Right to follow a link ; l eft to go back.
H)elp O)p tions P)rint G)o M)ain screen Q)uit I=search D)ownload
(I selected the file "BIGPINK.GIF" a nd the following question was pre sented "This
tile cannot be displayed on this termina l: D)ownload, or C)ancel" I choose "d"
(Download). The following options menu was disp layed: (Note:The file could be
saved to my STEM-Net accou nt (" sa ve to disk") or downloaded directl y from l ynx
to a perso nal computer.j )
Lynx Download Options
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DOWNLOAD OPTIONS
You have the following download choices
please select one:
Save to disk
Use Ke rmit to download to your compute r
Use Zmodem to download to your computer
Commands : Use arrow keys 10move, '? ' for help, 'q' tc quit, 'c,' to go back
Arrow keys :Up/Down to move.Right to follow a link; Left to go back.
H}elp O)ptions P)rint G)o M)ain screen Q)uit I=search D)ownload
(I decided to download the file using zmodem (Op tion 3). A prompt conta ining the
fil ename "BIGPINKGI F" appeared. (Note thai the filename can be accepted or
edited. )
l ynx Download Options
DOWNLOAD OPTIONS
You have the following download choices
please select one:
Save to disk
Use Kermit to download to your computer
Use Zm odem to download to you r compute r
Enter a filename : BIGPINK.GIF
Commands : Use arrow keys to move, '? ' for help, 'q' to quit, '<.' to go back
Arrow keys :Up/Oown to move.Right to follow a link; Left to go back .
H)elp O)ption s P)rint G)o M)ain screen Q)uit I=search D)ownload
(I choose to accep t the filename "BIGPINK.GIF" and pressed "enter" to start the
down load . Note that "download ing" a file to a personal compute r is a process that
varies with different telecom munications softwa re packages. Check the
documentation included wit h you r softwa re for more infonnatio n on downloading.
As well, you can refer to Tut orials 1 and 2 of this series for some basic points on
downloading.)
CONNEC TING TO OTHER WWW SITES
In l ynx, you can connect to other WNW sites ei ther through the STEM-Net home
page or by using a URL or Unlrorm Resource Loca tor.
I·n
THROUGH THE STEM- NET HOME PAGE
The' STEM-Net home page has an exten sive list of WWN siles organized by
subject. To access the list move to the bottom of the STEM- Net home page (page
1) and select ....suect -- The following list of topics is dispalyed: (Any of these can
be selected by moving the "up/dow n" arrow key and pressing "enter)
WWW Sites by Subject (p1 of 6)
Here is a list of WWW sites for diffe rent subjec ts.
Agriculture
Archaeology
Archi tecture and Design
Art
Astronomy and Astr ophysics
Biology
Business and Finance
Computers
•• press space for next page ••
Arrow keys: Up and Down to move. Right to follow a link: l eft to go back .
H)elp O)ptions P)rint G)o M)ain screen Q)u it /=search D)ownload
CONNECTING TO A WWWSITE USING A UNI FORM RESOURCE LOCATnR (URL)
A Uniform Resource Locator or URl is the path or link to a document or resource
on the Internet. The first part of a URl specifies the method of access including
FTP, Gopher, and Telnel. The second is the address of the remote computer where
the resource is located. For examp le the URL,
http://w.Nw.ksc .nasa.gov/ksc.html/
points to the home page of the Kennedy Space Center.
(In the next example. I connected to the ERIC educatio nal database in New York . As well,
since this is a site I will "visit" again I decided to "Bookmark" it, as in Gopher .
14)
This exercise was done from page 1 of the ST EM- Net home page
I typed "g" G(o) and ente red the followi ng address:
http://eryx.syr,edu/COWSHome.html
The home page for ERIC was then displayed:)
Ask ERIC Home Page (p1 of 3)
ASkERIC _ AskERIC: Key Areas
[LESSONS) lesson Plans [GOPHER! AskERIC's Collection
[ABOUT] About AskERIC [SEARCH) Search AskERIC
AskERIC: Sun Related Information
-. press space for next page -
Arrow keys: Up and Down to move . Right to follow a link ; l eft 10go back .
H)elp O)ptions P)rinl G)o M)ain screen Q)uit I=search D)ownload
MAKINGA BOOKMARK
(Before I proceeded any further into the ERIC database I decided to make a
"Bookma rk" for this URL. To do co I just typed "a" (add bookmark). I was then
promptedto "Save D)ocumentor L)ink to bookmarkfileor C)ancel?(d.l.c)" 1choose
"d". This saved the URl fOfthe ERICdatabaseto a personalized bookmark file. To
access the Bookmark at any time while in l ynx just type 'V' (as in Gopher). Nota
in the following illustration ERIC has been added to my Bookmark file:)
Bookmark file
You can delete links usingthe new removebookmark command. it is usually the 'R'
key but may have been remapped by you or your system administrator. This file
may also be edited with a standard text editor. Outdated or invalid links may be
removed by simplydeleting the line the link appearsonin this file.Please refer to the
l ynx documentation or help files for the HTMllink syntax.
1. AskERIC Home Page
In the previous examples. wehave discussed some of thefeatures of l ynx that allow
STEM-Net users to success fully navigate through the Workl Wide Web . Some of
the basic points co vered in this tutoria l can be summarized as follows :
1. The World Wide Web CNVWlJ is an Internet application that provides one
acce ss method to allinieme t serv ices and resources .
2. l ynx is a "browser" progra m that allows users to access Ihe WVINV.
3 . Lynx is a full screen browser that can display hypertext document s
containing links 10 other files on the loca l system as well as files and
resou rces located at remote sites on the Intem el.
4. Lynx commands are normally displayed on screen. To access online help
wh ile viewing any document type "1" or "h."
5. Text files can be displayed and read in Lynx. As well, text files can be
ma iled to an email account on ST EM-Net Of down loaded to a personal
compu te r.
6. Binary files cannot be displayed in Lynx, but they can be saved 10 a home
directory on STEM- Net or downloaded to a personal computer.
7. l ynx allows users to mark frequently "tra velled" links by storing them in a
personal "Bookmar1l: file: To create and save a Bookmark in l ynx type "a"
and to view and use your Bookmarks type "v ,"
ADDITIONAL FEATURES OF LYNX
Several other keyboa rd commands in Lynx that will help in navigating the World
Wide Web include :
(i) The "backspa ce" or "delete" key will give you a history or a list of all the files you
have visit ed in a session,
(ii) The "m" key will take you back to the starting document.
(iii) The "i" key will give you an index of docu ments
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(iv) The "t ' or "s" key will initiate a search. The "f' command will find keyword (s)
in the current document. The "s" command initiates search ing of index docume nts
for keyword(s).
(v) The"=" key shows information about the current documentor link.
(vi) The "c" key arrows you to send a mail message to the owner of tMp-current
document.
(vii) The "z" key cancels a transfer in progress.
Youcanconnectdirectlyto a WWWsit ewithoutgoing throughthe STEM-Net home page
if you know the URL of the site. To do so type "lynx" followed by a Uniform Resource
Locator or URl. For example, to connectdirectly to the home paqeof the KennedySpace
Centre you would type:
lynx htlp :/twww .ksc.nasa.gov/ksc .html
Be careful to type a URL "exactb " as shown. The system is case sensitive and often a
failure to connect is the result of a "typing" error.
CONCLUSION
Part 3 of Accessing Educational Databases discussed the World Wide Web, an
Internetapplication that provides educators with one accessmethod for alllntemet
services and resources. STEM-Net users can access the Web through Lynx, a
"browser" that can display hypertext documents.
Hypertext documents are also used with multimedia to create hypermedia
documents. When graphical browsers. like Mosaic, becomeavailable to STEM-Net
users, they will be able to tap into the Intemet and its resources with "graphical"
ease.
Appendix 0
Evaluations
,<0
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From elynch@calvin.slemnet.nf .caThuDec 810:20:111994
Dale : Thu. 8 Dec 199410:20:10 ·0330 (NST)
From : Edith Lynch <e lynch@calvin.stemne t.nf .ca >
To : el-question2@ca lvin.stemnet.nfca
Subject: Evaluation 1
Dear Educators,
Let me. first of all, thank you for your continuedcooperationand support in my
study of STEM-Net. Your response has been very en couraging .
To date, I have sent you three tutorials that discussed "File Transfer Protocol
(FTP)." Before I send the remai ning tutorials, I wou ld appreCiate your lak ing the
lime to comp lete the following short evaluation of PART 1. Since the tutoria ls in
this study may be used on the STEM- Net Gopher, you r input will be invaluable in
mak ing sure the tutorials meel the needs of STEM-Net users .
NOT E: To reply to this message type "r" (reply) and be very careful 10answer
•.. NO·... when asked to rep ly to all recipien ts. Use your arrow keys 10move
through the text . Type your answers in the space prov ided.
1. Do you feel that the instructions in Tutor ial t were clear?
2. Do you feel that the instructions in Tutorial 2 were clear?
3. Do you feel that the instructions in Tutorial 3 were clear?
4. Were you able to use the instructions 10retrieve files from an FTPsile ?
5. We re you able to use the instructionsto successfully "download" tiles to a
personal computer?
6. We re you able 10 use the instructions to "unz ip" or decod e files on a personal
computer?
7. Indicate how much time was needed (on average ):
(i) 10read the tut orials
(ii) to carry out the tnstruetion s
8. Doyou feel the tutonals have improved your understanding of File Transfer
Pro tocol (FT P)?
s. Feel free to comment on the tutorials :
Than k you,
Edith l ynch
us
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From ely nch@calvin.s temnel.nf.ca Fri Dec 16 09:36 :05 1994
Dale: Fr i, 16 Dec 1994 09:36:04 -0330 (NST)
From: Edith Lynch <elynch@calvin.stemne t.nf.ca>
To: el-queslion2@calvin .stemnet.nf.ca
Subject Evaluation 2
Dear Educators.
In the past few weeks I ha e sent you 5 tu torials that have disc ussed some of the
"tools" available on ST EM Net that permit us to access educational databases
and retrieve valuable educationa l materials
Part 1 of this three part series discussed File T ransfer Prot ocol (FTP). In the
section on FTP we outlined the process involved in searching and retrieving
information from remot e FTP siles and "downlo ading" this information to a
persona l compu ter at home or school. Yo ur co mments and evaluation indicated
Ihat you found the tuto rials informative and useful. But more importan tly , you
indicated ways to improve the tutorials and raised issues that will help to make
sure STEM- Net meets the needs of its users.
In Part 2 we examined Gopher, a more "friendly" way of accessing educati onal
databases . The tutorials in this section covered Gopher comma nds and features
and discussed Veronica , a Gopher searc h tool.
Before I send the remain ing tutorial in the next section, World Wide Web
(INVWV), I wou ld apprec iate it jf you could comp lete the following short evaluat ion
of Part 2. Thank you fo r your continued cooper ation and support . Whi le I know
this is a very busy time of year for you, I look forward to your repl ies.
NOTE: To reply to this mess age type "r" (reply) and be very carefu l to answer
<UNoue when asked to reply to all rec ipients. Use yo ur arrow keys to move
throug h the text . Type your answers in the space provided.
1. 0 0 you feel tha t the instructions in Tutorial 4 we re clear?
2. 00 you feel that the instruc tions in Tu torial 5 were clear?
3. Did you "Down load" any files from Gop her to a personal com puter?
I ~1I
4, Were you able to use the Bookmark feature of Gophe r to set up Bookmarks
and a personalized Bookl ist?
5. Have you used 'V eronica" to search Gopherspace?
6. What features of Gopher have you found particularly usefu l?
7. Indicate how much time was needed (on average) 10read the tutoria ls?
8. Do you feel the tutorials have improved your understanding of Gopher? If so,
how?
9. Feel free to comment on the tutorials?
Thank you,
Edith LynCh
ISI
From elynch@calvin.stemnel.nf ,caWed Dec21 17:56:58 1994
Date: We d. 21 Dec 1994 17:56:57 -0330 (NST)
From: Edith l ynch <elynch@calvin.stemnet.nf.ca>
To: el-queslion2@calvin.stemnet.nf.ca
Subject:Evaluation 3
Dear Educators.
Lei me, first of all, take this opportunity to express my appreciation for your
continued support in my study of STEM- Net. Your response to the study has
beenmost encouraging. Throughout the study, you have provided information
that is invaluable not only to me in completing my thesis but also in determining
what services and programs can best meet the needs of educators in
Newfoundland and Labrador.
To date, t have sent you a seriesof 6 tutorials that have discussed some aspects
of the process involved in accessing educat ional databases and retrieving
materials that are beneficia l for professional and student develop ment. Tutorials
1,2, and 3 discussed File Transfer Protocol (FTP), a progra m that allows
educators to search and retrieve information from FTP sites all over the Internet.
Tutorials 4 and 5 examined Gopher , a menu based oroaram that gives educato rs
a way to access educat iona l databases wit hout even knowing addresses or
locations.
Tutorial 6 described the newest and undoubte dly the fastest growing resource on
the Internet - the World W ide Web (W\NW) . This tutorial focused on Lynx, a full
screen "browse r" that gives users on STEM- Net access to educat ional resources
found on the World Wide Web . While I realize that this is indeed a busy time of
year, I would appreciate your taking me time to complete the following evaluation
of Tutorial 6. To help ensur e that you have ample opportunity 10 read and
evaluate the tutorials. the STEM-Net suppo rt staff has added an extra 5 hours to
your lime usage quota for both Decembe r and January.
My best wishes to you and yours for a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.
NOTE: To reply to this message type "r " (reply) and be very
careful to answer ·*· NO"· when asked to reply to all
recipients. Use your arrow keys to move through the text . Type your answers
in the space provided .
1. Do you feel that the instructi ons in Tutorial 6 were clear?
2. Indicate how much time was needed (on average) to read the tutorial?
3. Were you able to success fully navigate the 'Web" using lynx?
4. Did you use lynx to "dc ....nload.. files?
5. Were there any features of l ynx ttratyou would like to know more about?
6. Feel free to comment on the tutorial.
Thank you,
Edith l ynch
Appendix E
Profileof GroupMembers
ISl
Table E·1
Profile of Members of Small Group (N =32)
Variable Sub-Group Number of Respondents
Grades Taught Coordinators 7 (22%)
Grades 9·12 16(50%)
Grades K·8 9(28 %)
Number of Courses o Courses 17(5 3%)
in Math Education
1 or2 Courses 12 (38%)
More than 2 Courses 3(9%)
Number of Computer 0 Courses 16 (50%)
Courses
1 or 2 Courses 11 (34%)
More than 2 Courses 5 (16%)
Number of o Courses 13 (41%)
STEM-Net Training
Courses 1 or 2 Courses 12 (37%)
More than 2 Courses 7 (22%)
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Table E-2
Mean Ranks of Know ledge of and Skill in Using each Network Act ivity for the
Small Group (N =32)
Network Activity Knowledge Skil!
Electronic Mail 1.69 1.66
Computer Conferencing 3.53 3.69
File Transfer 2.56 2.47
Access 10Databases 2.63 2.53
Bulletin Boards 2.88 2.84
Newsgroups 2.25 2.31
Table E-3
Mean Ratings and Ran k of Netwo rk Act iv ities of the Small Group (N = 32)
Network Activity Mean Rating Rank
Electronic Mail 2.16
Computer Conferencing 4.28
File Transfer 3.3 1
Access to Databases 2.31
Bulletin Boards 4.9 1
Newsgroups 4.16
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